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ABSTRACT
DYNAMIC WATER ROUTING UTILIZING A PREDICTOR-CORRECTOR
METHOD WITH SEDIMENT ROUTING
Numerical water routing models are often limited in their
application because of either the underlying simplifications, the
restrictions imposed by stability considerations or the complexity of
the numerical scheme solving the governing equations.
Herein a stable and efficient dynamic water routing method is
presented which overcomes the above difficulties by introducing physical
concepts into the finite difference solution technique. Stability
restrictions or complexity of the explicit and implicit schemes are
overcome without reverting to simplifications of the complete St. Venant
equations, but by controlling the flood wave movement in space and time
with the nonlinear wave celerity. Simplicity and efficiency in the
solution technique is attained by solving the governing equations in an
uncoupled manner with a predictor-corrector method. The use of a
predictor-corrector method inhibits the growth of error by reconsidering
and readjusting the predicted values in the corrector step.
The application of the dynamic water routing model DYNWAR to a
hypothetical case had previously shown the model to be independent of
size of the space and time increments of the finite difference grid.
Furthermore the results showed good convergence and stability
properties. The model was successfully applied to a general case
which included computation of bed elevation changes based on sediment
routing by size fraction. The completeness and efficiency of the dynamic
water routing model DYNWAR makes it particularly interesting for general
studies of large river systems with mild and steep channel bed slopes,
ii
for alternative studies of flood control structures and/or channel
improvements where the backwater and dynamic effects are relevant and
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flow area [ft2 )
change in cross-sectional area
coefficient in power function
channel width
bulking factor




kinematic wave celerity corresponding to Chezy friction









pressure forces normal to the control boundaries




acceleration loss over channel increment ~



































friction loss over channel increment ~







percentage of bed material in ith size fraction
hydraulic radius
total channel discharge [cfs]
total material transport rate
lateral inflow per unit channel length
bed load transport rate
bed load transport rate in ith size
suspended bed material load in ith size






























sediment particle settling velocity
fluid velocity vector
dimensionless parameter
distance along the channel
elevation of channel bed above datum
energy correction coefficient and coefficient in
discharge-area coefficient
coefficient in area-discharge relation
momentum correction coefficient and power in discharge-area
relation
power in area-discharge coefficient
time increment
space increment
change in sediment volume
mean bed elevation change
weighting factor in Preissman four-point implicit scheme
diffusion coefficient




specific weight of water






To predict water surface elevations and bed elevation changes as
accurately and as economically as possible during the passage of a flood
wave would help in engineering design and in general planning of man's
activities with respect to river systems. Such a model must account for
the important physical processes governing the movement of water and
sediment through the system.
A mathematical model is an abstract representation of a river
system and it can approximate the behavior of a flood wave by means of
mathematical expressions. Tracing the movement of a flood wave and any
related change in the form and height of the wave as it moves through
the river system is called flood routing and can be evaluated quantita-
tively by use of a mathematical model. It is important to realize that
the approximation will only be as reliable as the mathematical formula-
tion describing the flood wave. Nevertheless, when applied properly,










predict quantitatively the rivers
Most rivers must be considered alluvial systems because of the real
possibility of changes in river morphology due to processes of erosion
and sedimentation. In order for a mathematical model to accurately
predict water surface elevation and other important hydraulic variables,
the processes of erosion and sedimentation must be considered.
Extending the water routing model to include sediment transport
computations and changes in bed elevation due to aggradation or
degradation completes the modeling goals.
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STUDY OBJECTIVE
A multitude of mathematical models for flood routing in open
channels exist, each having its advantages and disadvantages depending
on the degree of simplification of the mathematical formulation, the
complexity of the numerical scheme to solve the set of equations
governing the motion of the flood wave (called St. Venant equations),
and on the limitations of the model's applicability. Two major groups
of models can be distinguished:
1. One group contains models based upon simplified St. Venant
equations (concept of kinematic wave approximation). These
models are limited in their application to steep slopes
because of the assumption of equal friction and channel bed
slope. Depending on the numerical scheme used to solve the
equations, the models efficiency may be further restricted by
mathematical stability conditions.
2. The second group contains models based upon the complete
St. Venant equations (concept of dynamic wave approximation).
These models are usually used on mild slopes where the
acceleration forces cannot be neglected. The implicit
schemes used to solve these equations are fairly efficient
but complex and problems with computational stability may
exist.
When confronted with the choice of a model the engineer often
finds neither of the two groups satisfying. Because of the kinematic
assumptions, the models of the first group are inapplicable when
backwater and dynamic effects are dominant. The models of the
second group are mathematically complex and require a large amount of
3
computer time in their execution which makes them inefficient and
inadequate for alternative studies for a large river system and/or over
a long period of time.
The objective of this study is to develop a mathematical model
based on the method of finite differences which considers the complete
St. Venant equations but overcomes the mathematical restrictions and
the complexity of the numerical schemes. The model could be applied to
rivers having steep and mild slopes as well as backwater and dYnamic
effects. Due to the simplicity of the numerical scheme the model could
find its application in the evaluation of the effectiveness of alterna-
tive flood control structures and channel improvements, and in the
study of the behavior of various floods as they move through the river
system. Furthermore, the relative importance of the different terms in
the dynamic equation can be investigated and the results would indicate
if a simplified version of the St. Venant equations could be used in
any particular case. Sediment routing is then coupled to this model.
APPROACH
A model considering the complete St. Venant equations but still
simple and effective in its execution can only be obtained if the
limitations of the numerical scheme are overcome and if the solution of
the complete equations are simplified. To overcome the limitations of
the numerical scheme, the nonlinear flood wave celerity is introduced
to control the movement of the flood wave in space and time. Since the
restrictions on the finite difference increments in the numerical
scheme are a function of the flood wave celerity, the removal of the
control of the flood wave movement from the numerical scheme will free
the latter from the restrictions on the finite difference increments.
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Thus, for the finite difference scheme, the increments of space and time
steps are independent and unrelated to the flood movement. Their size
can be set by considering the physical configuration of the river
system, the purpose of the study, and/or the desired accuracy. The
introduction of the physical process into the routing procedure
improves significantly the efficiency of the numerical scheme.
Simplification in the numerical scheme can be obtained by solving
the complete St. Venant equations in an uncoupled manner. In the
previous paragraph the uncoupling of the equations in their solution has
already been introduced by removing the control of the flood wave
movement from the numerical scheme. Flood wave movement is evaluated
separately by the use of the flood wave celerity alone. A further
simplification is attained by uncoupling the continuity and the dynamic
equations. In doing so the complexity in the solution of the equations
by implicit schemes is avoided. However, since the equations are solved
consecutively, instead of simultaneously, a certain degree of
approximation in the final results must be accepted.
Sediment routing is accomplished by computing total bed material
transport on a reach by reach basis based on the computed hydraulic
varibles and then by using sediment continuity to determine bed
elevation changes. Sediment is routed by sizes so that the important
physical processes of armoring is accounted for.
5
Chapter II
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
GENERAL
Ordinarily, the flow in a river system is gradually varied and
unsteady. This type of flow can be described by the basic equations of
conservation and momentum conservation,mass
the St. Venant equations. Water routing
generally referred to as
procedures involve the
solution of these partial differential equations and other equations
describing the characteristics of the river system. This literature
review describes these equations, presents several techniques to solve
them, and a classification of mathematical models. The equations given
in the first section of this literature review will be used in the
model presented in this report. The solution techniques and the
classification of mathematical models, given in the last two sections,
will provide a frame of reference for later evaluation of the relative
advantages and disadvantages of the proposed model. For clarity, this
chapter is divided into the following sections: governing
equations, solution techniques for channel routing, and classification
of mathematical models.
GOVERNING EQUATIONS
In this section the mass and momentum conservation equations, the
flood wave celerity, and the nonuniform flow computations are given for
gradually varied unsteady flow conditions. These conditions essen-
tially state that the vertical component of the acceleration of the
water particles are negligible in comparison with the total accelera-
tion, and the effect of channel friction is appreciable. A complete
6
presentation of the gradually varied unsteady flow conditions and
further assumptions is given in the beginning of Chaper III. The
uniform flow will be described in this section by Manning's equations.
Continuity Equation
The continuity equation for incompressible and homogeneous fluids
can be established by considering the conservation of mass in an
infinitesimal space between two channel sections (Chow, 1959) .
Referring to Figure 2-1, the channel discharge Q changes with
distance at a rate aQ/ox and the flow area A changes with time at a
rate aA/at.





Figure 2-1. Schematic showing the continuity principle for a
sample stream reach.
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Change in volume through space in the time ~t is (oQ/ox) ~ ~t. The
corresponding change in channel storage in space is (oA/ot) ~ ~t.
For continuity the net change in volume plus the change in storage
should be zero. After simplification the continuity equation becomes:
or if lateral inflow exists
oQ + aA _
ax at - q
where q is the lateral inflow per unit channel length.
Momentum Equation of Spatially and Temporarily Varied Flow
(2-1)
(2-2)
The momentum equation can be derived from Newton's second law,
which states:
The vector sum of all external forces acting on a fluid mass
equals the time rate of change of the linear momentum vector









where M = m * V is the linear momentum vector, m the fluid mass, v
-+
the fluid velocity vector, and F the vector representing the sum of
the external forces. The external forces are of two types:
a) Boundary forces which include those acting normal to the




b) Gravitational forces Fb .
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Summing those forces and noting that the total rate of change of
momentum will be the net flux across the control volume boundaries plus
the rate of increase of momentum within the volume, Equation 2-3 yields
(Daily and Harleman, 1966):
F + F + F =-p s b fcs
--7 --7 --7 a
v Pw (v dA) + at J
cv
--7
V P dV (2-4)
--7 --7
where V is local velocity vector, A is area (with outward normal
positive), V is control volume, and P is specific mass of thew
fluid. Equation 2-4 is the general linear momentum equation and





where So is channel bottom slope, Sf is friction slope, D is flow
depth, and g is acceleration of gravity.
Physically, the first term on the left side of Equation 2-5
represents gravitational forces and the second term shear forces. On
the right side of Equation 2-5, the first term represents pressure
forces, the second is change of momentum across the control volume, and
the third is time increase in momentum within the volume.
Equation 2-5 is valid for irregular cross sections and it states
that the friction slope is equal to the channel bottom slope minus the
sum of the pressure gradient and the convective and local acceleration
gradients.
Manning's Equation
A uniform flow state is reached when the resistance forces are in
balance with the gravity forces. For this condition, Manning's
9
equation expresses the channel discharge Q as a function of the flow
area A, hydraulic radius R, channel roughness n, and slope of the
energy line Sf'





Manning's equation is an empirical uniform flow formula and it is
understood that its application to natural channels yields approxima-
tions, since the flow conditions are subject to more uncertain factors
than are involved in an artificial prismatic channel. Despite the
theoretical limitations of the flow formula which require uniform
steady flow, the equation is used in flood routing techniques. The
error caused by the nonuniform unsteady flow is believed to be' small
compared with those ordinarily occurring in the use of a uniform flow
formula in natural channels (Chow, 1959).
The channel roughness coefficient n, for alluvial streams is not
a constant but is a function of discharge and depth. Generally the
channel roughness factor can be made a simple function of discharge:
n =a
where a and b are empirically determined coefficients.
The channel conveyance K is defined by
K = 1.486 A R2/ 3
n
Combining Equations 2-6 and 2-8 yields:





As seen from Equation 2-9, the conveyance K is directly
proportional to the discharge Q and as such it can be interpreted as




A monoclinal rising wave can be observed in a prismatic channel
when the discharge increases suddenly. This type of wave is suited to
analyze the speed of a flood wave because it travels downstream with a
constant celerity and its profile does not change shape. Thus the
monoclinal rising wave can be artificially brought to rest by super-
imposing a velocity equal to the wave celerity c. Applying the
continuity principle to the now stationary wave will yield an equation
for the flood wave celerity.
c = dQdA (2-10)
where c is flood wave celerity, Q is channel discharge and A is
flow area. The equation states that the flood wave celerity is equal
to the ratio of the change in channel discharge to the change in flow
area. This equation is also known as the Kleitz-Seddon principle. A
graphical interpretation of the flood wave celerity c is given in
Figure 2-2.
The discharge-flow area curve in Figure 2-2 is concave upward and
as a result the flood wave celerity c (8 ), which is a secant through
w
PI and P2' must be greater than either flow velocities vI (61) or v2
(62) which are secants through the origin (Chow, 1959).
For wide
rectangular channels the ratio of maximum wave celerity to the water
velocity is 1.57 or 1.50, depending if Manning's or Chezy's formula is
used for the derivations. When applying Equation 2-10 to a flood wave
other than the monoclinal rising wave, one must consider that the
argument leading to Equation 2-10 is subject to the assumption that the
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Figure 2-2. Graphical interpretation of the celerity equation for the
monocline rising wave.
with a velocity equal to the wave celerity. This implies that the wave
profile is permanent in form without dispersion or subsidence. This
assumption is acceptable over a short time interval ~t for which the
wave does not change its shape appreciably. Another limitation is
given by the total derivative dQ/ dA which has a unique meaning only
if Q is a function of A alone which does not hold for unsteady flow
(Henderson, 1966). Despite these limitations, measurements by Seddon
and Wilkinson have shown that the flood wave celerity in natural
channels can well be approximated by Equation 2-10 (Chow, 1959).
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Unsteady Nonuniform Flow Computations
For a given discharge the unsteady nonuniform flow computations
will determine the gradual variation of the flow depth along an
irregular channel and it will allow the tracing of the longitudinal
profile of the water surface. The computations are carried out step
wise starting from a known water surface elevation at a downstream
control and moving upstream cross section by cross section. Referring
to Figure 2-3, the total head and head loss between two adjacent cross
sections are equated as:
+ H
f
+ H + HV a (2-11)
where Z is elevation of the channel bed above datum, D is flow
depth, u = Q/A is average flow velocity, a is energy correction
coefficient, and H
f
is friction loss over the channel increment ~
and it may be written as:
(2-12)




represents eddy losses over the channel increment ~. No
rational method is available to evaluate eddy losses. They depend
mainly on the velocity head and may be expressed as part of it:
(2-13)
where C is an empirical coefficient having values of 0.0 to
e
0.1 for gradually converging reaches and 0.2 for diverging reaches.
For abrupt expansions and contractions, C is about 0.5 (Chow, 1959).
e
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Figure 2-3. Example channel reach for the unsteady nonuniform flow
computations.
Ha in Equation 2-11 is the loss due to the flow acceleration and
it may be written as:
H = S !1x = 1 au dx
a a g at (2-15)
where S is slope of the acceleration line. Additional losses due toa
other factors may be introduced in a similar manner.
For subcritical flow, total head HI at the downstream cross




and the continuity equation can be written as
Q = u A
Combining Equations 2-11 through 2-17 yields
Q 2 (Sf + Sf )
(~) 1 D 2 A~y 1 2A
2
2g + 2 + 2 - UA 2
(2-17)
(2-18)
with the acceleration slope
_ 1 a Q









taken at the upstream cross section. Hydraulic properties and total
head are computed for this stage. The test of the trial and error
process is whether the estimated value of the total energy at the
upstream cross section is equal to the calculated one. If not, a
further trial value must be taken. The second trial will provide a
better estimate, if results of the first trial are used as a guide to
the second trial. Defining HE as the difference between estimated
and computed values of the total head at the upstream cross section,
response of HE to small changes of depth D
2
can be obtained by










is the slope of all the losses and F
r
is the Froude number
at the upstream section. Since varies approximately as the
inverse cube of depth D
2
(uniform flow equation), one may write
(2-22)
where R2 is the hydraulic radius which approximates the depth D2 .







is the amount by which the water level must be changed in
order to make HE neglibible (Henderson, 1966).
By starting at a known downstream water surface elevation and
proceeding upstream one reach at a time, the water surface profile for
the river segment can be computed.
It should be noted that at this point each and all terms of the
dynamic equation (Equation 2-5) are contained in the unsteady non-
uniform flow computations. This can be illustrated by dividing
Equation 2-11 by Lix, combining it with the continuity equation, and





2 2 21 u2
u1 1 3 (~) 1 Q aQ(2g 2g ) = gA ax - g A2 oxI:::.x A
H -.! oQ _ .1 -.Q aAa =I:::.x gA at g A2 ot
H.£ + Hv = SI:::.x f
which yields Equation 2-5
S = 3n + 1 0
2 1 oQS (~) +
0 f ax gA ax A gA ot (2-5)
Thus, the unsteady nonuniform flow computations essentially solve
the dynamic equation.
Even though the momentum and energy approaches have much in
common, the momentum approach is based on Newton's second law and it
equates the change in momentum flux through the volume to the external
forces acting on it, while the energy approach is based on first law of
thermodynamics and equates the change in the energy flux through the
volume to the internal energy losses. An important difference is that
the momentum equation is a vector relationship while the energy
equation is scalar. Furthermore energy and momentum correction
coefficients, Ci and ~ respectively, are derived independently from
different principles and are not equal.
The total head approach (used in the unsteady nonuniform flow
computations) is based on the potential energy. It equates the change
in hydraulic head which is a partial measure of energy, to the head
loss in the system. Since the total head equation is based on
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potential energy it is similar to the energy equation, but the two
approaches are only equal if no energy is added to the system. The
total head equation cannot easily handle energy entering or leaving the
system, while the energy equation can account for these other sources
and sinks by adding additional terms.
However, a loose comparison can be made between the momentum,
energy and total head approach because
a) the flow is assumed one-dimensional (see assumptions in
Chapter III) which removes the vectorial character of the
momentum equation,
b) the momentum and energy coefficients, ex and f3 respectively,
are assumed to equal one, f3 ~ 1.0, ex ~ 1.0 (see assumptions
in Chapter III), and
c) no energy is entering or leaving the system (for the model
the system is equivalent to the river reach between two cross
sections).
A loose comparison can be made between the momentum, energy and
total head equation, as done previously, under the given assumptions
even though all three equations are derived from different principles
and are generally not interchangeable.
CHANNEL ROUTING AND SOLUTION TECHNIQUES
Analytical and Numerical Solutions
Partial differential equations of mass and momentum conservation,
describing gradually varied unsteady open channel flow, have two
dependent variables, discharge Q and flow depth D (or the area A),







dZ Q2 ~ D + 1 d
2 -.! dQ= (~) +dx
K
2 dx gA dx A gA dt
(2-24)
(2-25)
where Z is elevation of the channel bed, D is flow depth, and g
acceleration of gravity. The term dZ/ dx stands for the channel bed
slope S
o
for the friction slope Sf. These two partial
differential equations are nonlinear because several coefficients of
derivative terms involve a dependent variable and because the discharge
Q, a dependent variable, appears to the second power in the resistance
term.
Commonly used solution techniques for differential equations such
as the separation of variables, the Laplace transformation, or the
Fourier transformation are procedures which may be applied to
linearized, thus simplified versions of the St. Venant equations
(Miller, 1971). However, simplifications cause the solution of these
equations to deviate from the actual physical behavior they are repre-
senting, which makes the exact solutions of little use to the engineer.
One successful analytical solution technique to solve the St. Venant
equations is the method of characteristics which will be briefly
described in the next section.
Alternatively, numerical techniques may be used to solve the
nonlinear partial differential equations, producing solutions which
usually correspond more closely to the physical situation than their
analytical counterpart for a simplified set of equations (Miller,
1971). Numerical techniques involve the replacement of the derivatives
in the partial differential equations with finite difference
approximations and some kind of numerical integration process
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proceeding step wise through time and space. The solution is usually
accurate enough for engineering problems and often the only alternative
to a simplification of the complete St. Venant equations. In the
following section the method of finite differences will be briefly
described.
Method of Characteristics and Finite Differences
The method of characteristics may be described as a technique in
which two partial differential equations for mass and momentum
conservation are replaced by four ordinary differential equations.
These can be solved analytically for the simple case of kinematic wave
approximation (Li, 1975a) and numerically on a characteristic grid for
the full dynamic wave appoximation (Abbott, 1975). Characteristic
lines, which form the characteristic grid, can be interpreted
physically as the propagation path followed by some disturbance or wave
in the space-time plane. Along characteristic lines, properties of the
disturbance or wave are assumed constant for each step in the numerical
solution. Starting with known initial conditions, the behavior of the
disturbance or wave can be computed by solving the four partial
differential equations point by point in the space-time plane. Even
though the method is in most cases simple, accurate, and convergent, it
irregular mesh spacing in the






The method of finite differences avoids the drawbacks of the
method of characteristics at the expense of a reduction in accuracy.
The domain of the independent variables, space x and time t, is
replaced by a finite set of points (called grid points or mesh points)
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defined by a rectangular grid. The dependent variables, the discharge
Q and the area A, and their derivatives are then expressed in terms
of their values on the rectangular grid. A solution for the dependent
variables can then be found'through application of a finite difference
scheme. A finite difference scheme is a formula which stands for
difference equations obtained by replacing the partial derivations by
partial difference quotients. There are two types of finite difference
schemes: explicit and implicit schemes.
Explicit and Implicit Schemes
Explicit schemes are those that advance the solution in time and
space by solving for the unknown dependent variables one grid point at
a time. Each equation in the explicit formulation solves for one of
the known dependent variables at an advance point in time, in terms of
known quantities (known from previous calculations or from initial or
boundary conditions) or the preceeding time line. The unknown depen-
dent variable is determined directly (explicitly) from the equation.
Explicit schemes are relatively simple to formulate, but are usually
limited to a small time step Llt by considerations for numerical
stability. The limitation due to the Courant-Friedrich-Lewy stability
condition
c ~t < 1
~-
(2-26)
where c is perturbation celerity and ~t and ~ are time and space
increments respectively. Physically, this conditions states that
during one time increment, the perturbation at a grid point cannot
travel further than one space increment. Thus the size of the time





As examples of explicit schemes one may cite the Diffusion scheme,
the Leap-Frog scheme, and the Lax-Wendroff second-order scheme (Liggett
and Cunge, 1975). These schemes differ only in the method of
approximating the derivatives on the grid.
In an implicit scheme, all values of the dependent variables in
two successive time rows are used simultaneously in one computational
step in the solution procedure. There are as many finite difference
equations as unknowns, provided that a boundary condition is known at
either end of the reach, or two boundary conditions at one end of the
reach. Simultaneous solution of the set of difference equations for
each time step is accomplished by an iterative procedure or by the
inversion of a matrix, so that the unknowns are solved implicitly (not
independently) . The implicit scheme has the advantage of not being
subjected to the strict stability criterion of explicit schemes; it
however is not unconditionally stable. Furthermore, implicit schemes
are more efficient than explicit schemes in their use of computational
resources. As examples one may cite the Preissman implicit scheme and
Abbott's implicit scheme (Liggett and Cunge, 1975).
CLASSIFICATION OF MATHEMATICAL MODELS
The dynamic equation (Equation 2-28) can be simplified by
neglecting certain terms according to the relative magnitude of the
various forces responsible for the motion.
Equation 2-28 are
The different terms of
i) the body forces given by the channel botton slope S ,
a
ii) the surface forces given by the friction slope Sf and the
pressure gradient dD/dx, and
and the convective acceleration1 agA at Q
iii) the inertia forces
22
given by the local acceleration
1 a Q2
gA ax (1\)'
The various simplifications have lead to such models as the kinematic
wave model, the diffusion wave model, and to the dynamic wave model if
no simplifications are made. An overview of the different
approximations is given as follows
2
1 a 1 a (9-)













The kinematic wave model assumes that inertia and pressure
gradient terms in Equation 2-28 are negligible compared to the friction
and gravity terms. Thus the dynamic equation reduces to
S = S (2-29)f 0
One may interpret this as a statement of uniform flow. However,
the wave-like features of the kinematic wave are introduced by the mass
conservation equation which contains information on the nonuniformity
and unsteady nature of the flow (Ponce, 1980a). Combining
Equation 2-29, the mass conservation equation and Manning's uniform





where Q is channel discharge, A is flow area, x is space, and t
is time. The term in parenthesis is the Kleitz-Seddon wave celerity.
Physically, Equation 2-30 states that the variation of the discharge Q
with time is proportional to the variation of the discharge Q in
space with the wave celerity as the proportionality factor.
The following important properties characterize the kinematic
wave: the kinematic wave propagates only in the downstream direction
with the Kleitz-Seddon celerity and the wave may deform (wave skewness)
but does not dissipate or attenuate (Ponce, 1977).
Because of its simplicity the kinematic wave model is of great
interest to the engineer and it has been studied thoroughly. A few
publications are presented in the following. One of the mile stones in
the analysis of the kinematic wave has been set by Lighthill and
Whitham with their publication on kinematic waves (Lighthill and
Whitham, 1955). In this paper properties of the kinematic wave and
formation of kinematic shock due to the nonlinearity of the wave
celerity are described. Furthermore, Lighthill and Whitham mentioned
the diffusive character of the wave as the kinematic shock forms and
derived the proper fomulation for the diffusion wave. The paper
provides a strong background in the understanding of the flood waves
and their movements.
Li et al. (1976) treated the kinematic wave problem in depth and
proposed an analytical and numerical solution for flood routing. The
analytical solution is said to be restricted in practical applications
because of the kinematic shock fomation, whereas the numerical
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solutions provide artificial dampening and smoothing effects and there
is no kinematic shock formation. A modified kinematic wave solution
has been proposed. It first solves the kinematic wave equation with an
assumed friction slope and then refines the value of the friction slope
using the complete momentum equation.
In another publication Li et ale (1975b) presented a second-order
nonlinear kinematic wave approximation for overland and channel routing
with time variant inflows and varying roughness. A linear scheme is
employed to obtain a good first approximation for the flow conditions
which are then refined by a second-order nonlinear scheme to ensure
convergence. The model also includes the effects of rainfall on flow
resistance due to raindrop impact. Applicability of the model has been
tested for various cases. Simulated hydrographs agree well with
analytical solutions for some simple cases and with measured overland
flow hydrographs and natural channel hydrographs for general cases.
A fully analytical solution to the kinematic wave approximation
for unsteady overland flow was developed by the same authors (Li et ale
(1975a). The method of characteristics was used and characteristics
were solved analytically. Thus) the solution is independent of time
and space increments selected in the computations (due to discretiza-
tion of the boundary conditions) and problems with stability and
convergence were avoided. This analytical kinematic wave solution has
a great advantage over the numerical solutions which require a proper
discretization to convergence.
Kibler et ale (1970) developed a hydrologic model to study the
dynamic behavior of surface runoff. The model is essentially operating
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as a succession of planes for which the kinematic wave approximations
are applied. Formation of the kinematic shock as one moves from one
plane to another with milder slope has been discussed in depth.
Furthermore, the solution of the kinematic equations in the presence of
shocks were analyzed for several finite difference schemes. The
smoothing effect of all rectangular methods in the shock-affected
region of the hydrograph was visible and, in general, the hydrograph
peak was reduced and delayed by as much as 20 percent for the first-
order schemes. The applications of the kinematic cascade model to
complex watersheds accurately simulated overland flow.
The references above represent only a few of the many publications
available, but demonstrate the importance of kinematic wave approxima-
tion and its applications. In the model presented in this thesis,
kinematic wave approximation has been given a major role because of its
versatility and its simplicity. However, it should be remembered that
the kinematic wave model by itself cannot be applied when the backwater
and/or dynamics effects are dominant.
Diffusion Wave Approximation
The diffusive wave model assumes the inertia (local and
convective) terms in Equation 2-28 are negligible when compared to the
pressure gradient, friction and gravity terms. The dynamic equation
can then be written as
8 = S _ aD
f 0 ox
Combining Equation 2-31 with Chezy's uniform flow equation yields
(2-31)
Q =C B D3/ 2 (8
o
oD 1/2- -)ox (2-32)
where C
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is Chezy's friction coefficient and B is channel width.
Differentiating Equation 2-32 with respect to x and substituting





is kinematic wave celerity corresponding to a wide channel
with Chezy friction and ~ = Q/A D/2S
f
is the diffusion coefficient.
In Equation 2-33 the term on the right side is the diffusion term and
the second term on the left side is the convection term. Thus the
diffusion wave equation accounts for the convection, diffusion and
deformation of the hydrograph. Steepening of the rising limb of the
hydrograph cannot proceed uncontrolled as for the kinematic wave,
because the diffusive behavior of the wave counteracts the steepening
tendency of the wave (Ponce, 1980). As can be seen from Equation 2-33,
the diffusion equation can only be solved for one dependent variable
(the flow depth D); thus the remaining dependent variable (here the
discharge Q) must be calculated from a single-valued rating curve,
which indicates that the dynamic effects of the wave are not taken into
account. Under some additional assumptions, a convection-diffusion
equation in terms of discharge can be derived (Cunge, 1969).
The Muskingum-Cunge method (Cunge, 1969) is essentially a
diffusion wave approximation even though it is based on the kinematic
wave assumptions. It is the numerical scheme of the Muskingum method
that introduced an error into the analytical solution of the original
equation in the form of an artificial alternation of the rate of flow
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and by modifying the celerity of the resulting wave. The key to the
model is the determination of the artificial dampening coefficient,
which should be such that the dampening effects resulting from the
numerical scheme correspond to the real dampening effect. Cunge
proposed a formula which is related to the physical river character-
istics to calculate the proper coefficients so as to reproduce the real
dampening effect. However, as Cunge mentions, the Muskingum method
cannot be used on a river with dams or other structures to evaluate the
flood wave behavior without changing the values of the coefficients
accordingly. Thus the method is not suited for the evaluation of wave
behavior of planned flood control structures or major channel
improvements for which the empirical coefficients are not available.
A variation of this model, the Muskingum-Cunge method with
variable parameters (Ponce, 1980) will be used to verify the results
obtained by the proposed model for the hypothetical test cases.
Because of the additional consideration of the pressure gradient
in the momentum equation, the range of application of the diffusion
wave is larger than for the kinematic wave (Ponce, 1977). However, the
dynamic (inertial) effects of the flood wave have still not been taken
into account.
Dynamic Wave Approximation
Dynamic wave is defined as that wave in which the inertia, surface
and body forces interact without restrictions. The solution is based
on the complete St. Venant equations which represent a set of
quasilinear (no derivatives to a power over one) partial differential
equations for which no complete analytical solution is available.
However with the use of linear analysis, Ponce (1977) has provided
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detailed information on the properties of the dynamic wave. Most
significantly, the dynamic wave approximation accounts for convection,
diffusion and deformation of the wave. Celerity and diffusion of the
dynamic wave are functions of the reference flow Froude Number
is defined as is reference flow
(F = 0 /~gfi-) and the dimensionless wave number
0 0
L is wave length and L
o




is channel bottom slope. The attenuation of the dynamic
wave can be markedly strong depending on the wave characteristics. The
dynamic wave travels faster than the kinematic wave, since its celerity
lies between the kinematic and inertial wave celerity values.
Even though there is no analytical solution to the complete
8t. Venant equations, numerical solution techniques have been developed
and applied to various practical problems.
Chen (1973) has compared several numerical solution techniques to
solve the 8t. Venant equation and has applied his water and sediment
routing model to natural channels. The numerical solution methods Chen
analyzed were the explicit scheme, the characteristic method with
characteristic grid and implicit formulation, and with rectangular grid
and explicit formulation, the nonlinear-implicit method and the linear
implicit method. Chen concluded that the nonlinear implicit scheme
results in small errors, but that it also requires a tremendous amount
of computation, which makes this solution technique extremely
inefficient for long-term flow computations. Chen rated the linear
implicit method as best for solving the basic differential equations
and used it in his model. He also concluded that the size of the time
and space increments for the numerical methods significantly affects
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the calculated results and that they must be chosen carefully to
simulate the unsteady flow phenomena efficiently and accurately.
Ponce (1980c) has developed an unsteady flow model based on the
complete St. Venant equations. The numerical model relies on a finite
difference formulation using a Preissman four-point implicit scheme
which includes a weighting factor e to control the stability and
convergence properties of the model. The linearization of the
St. Venant equations by a series expansion allows one to solve the
equations directly using a double sweep solution technique. This
unsteady water routing model will be used to verify results obtained by
the proposed model for hypothetical test cases.
The range of application of models based on the complete
St. Venant equations encompasses all situations of gradually varied
flow. The models evaluate the diffusion and the dynamic effects of the
wave under consideration of backwater effects. The main advantage of
the dynamic wave models is their completeness in the analysis of flood
wave behavior, but they require complex and involved solution
techniques which are the main drawback.
In summary, this review of mathematical models illustrates the
simplicity, efficiency, and limitations of the kinematic wave models,
as well as the completeness, the wide range of applicability, and the
complexi ty of the dynamic wave model. It also provides a frame of
reference from which the evaluation of the proposed model can be
performed.
CONCLUSIONS
In the previous sections an outline of mathematical water routing
models and of numerical solution techniques has been presented. An
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overview of the kinematic and dynamic wave approximation, and a list of
advantages and disadvantages of the explicit and implicit finite
difference solution schemes are given in Table 2-1.
Clearly the kinematic wave approximation is strongly restricted in
its applications
slope value. On
by the assumption of
the other hand the
equal channel bed and energy
dynamic wave approximation is
widely applicable, however its solution scheme is complex and often too
involved for engineering purposes. A water routing procedure combining
the advantages of the finite difference solution schemes yet solving
the complete St. Venant equations would present an interesting
alternative to the existing water routing models.
The dynamic model presented in this study will fill this gap by
retaining the completeness of the dynamic wave approximation and
utilizing a solution technique that avoids the disadvantages of the
explicit and implicit finite difference solution schemes.
Table 2-1. Summary of kinematic and dynamic wave approximation and finite difference solution techniques.
Mathematical Water Routing Models
Kinematic Wave Approximation
Simplified St. Venant equations
Cannot consider backwater or dynamic effects
For river with steep slopes only
Usually solved by explicit finite
difference schemes
Dynamic Wave Approximation
Complete St. Venant equations
Considers backwater and dynamic effects
Mainly used for rivers with mild slopes











Inefficient because time increment restricted
by stability criterion
Complex (matrix inversion) and involved
May have stability problems
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Chapter III
OUTLINE OF THE UNSTEADY FLOW MODEL
INTRODUCTION
Gradually varied unsteady flow conditions are generally
encountered when studying flood wave movement in natural rivers. The
proposed model is restricted to these flow conditions which essentially
require that the change in space and time of flow depth and discharge
take place in a gradual manner. A complete description of all flow
conditions and all underlying assumptions of the model is given in the
first section of this chapter.
The proper combination of the equations given in Chapter II with
the equations describing the configuration of the river system and
their solution to given boundary conditions will ultimately result in
the correct routing of a flood hydrograph along a river. This routing
problem will be solved on a finite difference space-time plane by a
predictor-corrector method. In the first step, the nonlinear flood
wave celerity is used to locate the position of the flood wave in space
according to the distance it traveled during one time period. This
first step is called the predictor because it predicts the expected
location and properties of the flood wave. In the second step, the
flood wave will be adjusted by requiring mass conservation which also
will introduce the attenuation and dissipation of the flood wave. The
final flood wave profile can then be calculated. This second step will
be called the corrector, since it corrects the predicted flood wave
properties. Both the prediction and correction step are presented in
the section covering the solution technique.
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ASSUMPTIONS FOR THE UNSTEADY FLOW MODEL
Prescribing flow conditions and certain channel characteristics
often results in a great simplification of the basic equations and
their solution. However, with each additional assumption the range of
applicabili ty of the model is further restricted. For the unsteady
flow model, assumptions are made in such a way as not to reduce the
models applicability to special cases, but to simplify the equations
and their solutions by eliminating the special cases (for example
surges, hydraulic jumps, pulsating flow, etc.) . The following
assumptions are made with respect to the flow.
1. The flow is one-dimensional and can be modeled as a function
of the dimension along the longitudinal axis of the channel
and time.
2. The flow is gradually varied, thus the pressure distribution
in the vertical direction is hydrostatic.
3. The flood wave celerity given by the Kleitz-Seddon law
applies.
4. The flow resistance of the unsteady flow can be described by
a steady flow resistance equation.
5. The momentum and energy coefficients are assumed to each
equal one; ~ ~ 1.0 and a ~ 1.0.
Assumptions made with respect to channel characteristics are:
1. The channel bed slope a is small enough so cos Cl ~ 1.0.
2. The cross-sectional shape of the channel is sufficiently
uniform so that the flow variables can be described by values
that are averaged over the cross section.
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Some of these assumptions, such as gradually varied flow
conditions, are essential for the proper operation of the model,
whereas others, such as the restriction on the momentum coefficient,
are minor and may be modified if necessary. Most of the above assump-
tions are generally encountered in natural rivers and do not restrict
the applicability of the model.
Use of the finite difference method in the solution technique
requires proper discretization of the equations. Certain limitations
with respect to discretization are necessary to assure accuracy in the
solution. They do not affect the applicability of the model, but
restrict the size of the finite difference increments to values
compatible with the given
boundary conditions. The
configuration of the river system and its
limitations are that the space and time
increments of the finite difference grid should be small enough to
allow for
1. proper discretization of the inflow hydrographs and other
boundary conditions, and
2. assumption of constant flood wave celerity over any time and
space increment.
These limitations hold for all applications of the model and
assure accuracy in the solution.
SOLUTION TECHNIQUE
General
Correct combination and application of the equations governing the
flood wave movement will result in a solution technique to solve the
water routing problem. In this model, the solution technique is based
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on a predictor-corrector method. In the predictor part the translation
of the flood wave during one time increment is predicted and an estima-
tion of the flow characteristics is obtained. In the corrector part
these flow characteristics are adjusted with consideration given to the
dynamic and backwater effects which have been estimated in the the
predictor part. In the following sections, both steps are described in
detail.
Prediction of the Flood Wave Translation
In the predictor part, the location of the flood wave after one
time increment is determined by translating each point of the wave
separately with its celerity as shown schematically and in an
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Figure 3-1. Wave translation during a time increment L1t.
To establish the distance of travel of any wave point for a given
time increment, the Kleitz-Seddon wave celerity is applied.
c = dQdA (3-1)
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where c is flood wave celerity, Q is channel discharge and A is
flow area. Rewriting the uniform flow equation (Equation 2-6) as a
power function, yields:
Q = Ci A 13 (3-2)
in which and 13 are coefficients whose values depend on the
channel shape, the roughness of the wetted perimeter, and the friction
slope. Both coefficients may vary in space and time depending on the
flow conditions. Taking the derivative of Equation 3-2 and replacing
it into Equation 3-1 yields
dQ = Ci 13 A 13-1
dA (3-3)
and
c = Ci f3 A (3-1 (3-4)
c = 13 q
A
(3-5)
In Appendix A a relation expressing the coefficient 13 as a function
of channel slope and roughness is derived. With Equation 3-5
describing the flood wave celerity in terms of flow and channel
characteristics one can proceed with the translation of the wave.
During one time increment a point on the wave may travel through
several space increments. For accuracy purposes, the wave celerity is
reassessed at the beginning of each space increment through which the
point travels, depending on the change in channel characteristics and
the additional lateral inflow. Referring to the finite difference grid
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. In Figure 3-2 the slope of the path line of the wave point is an
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is then computed by
(3-6)
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Figure 3-2: Translation of a wave point.
If the time t obtained by Equation 3-6 is smaller than the time
increment ~t, as shown in Figure 3-2, the wave celerity at point 2 is
reassessed by
(3-7)
where discharge Q2 equals discharge Q1 plus the lateral inflow q2
at point 2, flow area A2 is obtained from the uniform flow equation
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with discharge Q2 and friction slope Sf ' and the coefficient ~2i+1,j
is equal to ~ The lateral inflow q2 is obtained by lineari +l,j .
. j+l
interpolation of the lateral inflows qi+1 and qi+l
j+l .
(q - qJ ) V'". i+1 i+1
q = qJ +2 i+l ~t.
J
(3-8)
where t* is the total time elapsed since the beginning of translation
of wave point 1. This procedure is repeated until the total time that
the particular wave point has been translated equals the time increment
~t, and point B, its location and discharge, is obtained.
By translating all points of the wave in a similar manner
(Figure 3-1), the shape and location of the flood wave for the time
level is calculated. The calculated wave points however no
longer correspond to the intersections of the finite difference grid
lines and a linear interpolation must be used to compute the discharge
values at these intersections.
To proceed to step two in the solution technique, the friction
slope Sf of the newly located wave must first be calculated at each
cross section. This can be done with the unsteady nonuniform flow
computations if a downstream boundary condition is given to start the
computations. The downstream boundary condition may be a rating curve,
the uniform flow condition, or a operation rule of a control structure.
From this boundary condition, the computations will proceed upstream,
one reach at a time, and will solve the dynamic equation to yield the
flow characteristics at each cross section. For practical purposes,
the different loss slopes calculated by the unsteady nonuniform flow
computations (the friction slope Sf' the acceleration slope S , anda
the eddy slope Sed (Chapter II)), are lumped together into the
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friction slope Sf' thus from here on the latter will include dynamic
effects of the wave and backwater effects.
In summary, the application of the nonlinear wave celerity to
locate the flood wave in space does provide for the deformation of the
wave (due to larger celerities at higher flows) but it does not provide
for its attenuation (Figure 3-1), which will be introduced in the
corrector step.
Correction of the Flow Characteristics
With the flood wave located in space for the time level t
j
+1 , the
attenuation and the corresponding change in the shape of the wave is
introduced by application of the continuity principle. The finite
difference form of the equation of continuity (Equation 2-2) can be
expressed as (see Figure 3-3)
[
(Q~+I+Q~ )_(Q~+I+Q~)]







in which Q~ is discharge at grid point (x., t.), and ~ and ~t are
1 1 J
space and time increments respectively.
Known values in Equation 3-9 are discharge, flow area, and friction
slope at the grid points (i, j) , (i, j+l) and i-I, j) . Unknowns
are discharge Qj+l and flow area Aj +1 which are relatedi-I i-I
according to the uniform flow equation (Equation 2-2) with the value of
the friction slope Sf having been obtained in the predictor step.
With these two equations the two unknowns can be calculated. Li et al.
(1975b) have shown that Q is the better choice as independent
variable in the numerical solution of the above equations. The
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Figure 3-3. Space-time plane for the discretization of the
continuity equation.
argument leading to this conclusion is that the relative error in flow
area is smaller than the relative error in discharge because the power
coefficient B' (defined below) of the discharge is usually less than
one. Equation 3-2 is then rewritten in the form
(3-10)
or
A = (Y' Q B' (3-11)
with
Substituting Equation 3-11 into Equation 3-9, a nonlinear equation in
Qj+l
i-I
is obtained. An approximate solution for the discharge Qj+li-I is
found with the Newton-Raphson iteration technique for which the first
value of Qj+li-I is the estimated value obtained in the predictor step.
Starting at the upstream cross section, where the value of the discharge
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Q is given as a boundary condition and the value of the flow area A
has been calculated previously in the predictor step, the adjustment of
the discharge Q and the flow area A, according to the continuity
principle, is performed successively for all reaches. This assures mass
conservation over the entire river. The final flood wave character-
istics are then obtained by executing the unsteady nonuniform flow
computations with the adjusted discharge Q.
Hereby, the corrector step or the adjustment of the flow
characteristics for the current time level are obtained.
The following remarks should be made:
All computations of mass conservation in the corrector step
are made with a fixed friction slope Sf which incorporates
an estimate of the current dynamic and backwater effects.
The application of the mass conservation principle in the
corrector step provides only for the mass conservation at the
current time level. During the wave translation, as one moves
from one time level to the other, there is no control of mass
conservation. However, because of the continual adjustment of
the flow characteristics, the error involved is small.
Due to the consecutive application of the continuity and
dynamic equation in the corrector step, the final flow
characteristics will not rigorously satisfy the continuity
equation. However the application of the dynamic equation in
the corrector step can be considered as a second iteration
step since it was already applied once in the predictor step.
This improves the accuracy of the final results and the flow
characteristics do not change significantly.
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In the last two sections the predictor-corrector method has been
described for one time increment. Repeating these steps for all times
will result in the routing of the flood wave.
Convergence and Stability
O'Brien, Hyman, and Kaplan (1950) explained convergence and
stability with the following words:
" let D represent the exact solution of the partial
differential equation, ~ represent the exact solution of the
partial difference equation, and N represent the numerical
solution of the partial difference equation. We call (D-~)
the truncation error; it arises because of the finite
distance between points of the difference mesh. To find the
condi tions under which ~-7D is the problem of convergence.
We call (~-N) the numerical error. If a faultless computer
working to an infinite number of decimal places were
employed, the numerical error would be zero. To find the
conditions under which (6-N) is small throughout the entire
region of integration is the problem of stability."
In other words a difference scheme is convergent if the solution
of the difference equations approaches the solution of the partial
differential equations as the mesh size is made smaller and smaller. A
difference scheme is stable if errors introduced at any stage of the
computation process do not grow with time and distance. The effects of
instability often show up as oscillations in the computed values of the
dependent variables.
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The classical approach to analyze the stability and convergence
properties of a model cannot be applied to the proposed model because
the solution technique is not based on a numerical scheme that solves a




equations. However, if one analyzes separately the
of each step of the solution
technique, the following observations can be made.
The physical concept, the translation of the wave, is precisely
what makes it possible to overcome the restrictions (mostly stability
restrictions) of a numerical scheme. There is no partial differential
equation that describes the wave translation and thus there is no
analytical solution to which the numerical results of the translation
can converge if the mesh size was made smaller and smaller. Or stated
differently, the computation of the flood wave celerity does not
involve neighboring points on the finite difference grid, thus there
are no discretization errors.
The mathematical equations involved in the solution technique are
the unsteady nonuniform flow computations and the continuity equation.
The unsteady nonuniform flow computations are convergent and stable.
If the computations are started at an assumed elevation that is
incorrect for the given discharge, the resulting flow profile will
become more nearly correct after every step (Chow, 1959). Thus the
unsteady nonuniform flow computations, which are applied twice in the
solution technique, converge and do not become unstable if an error is
introduced at any location.
The numerical scheme solving the continuity equation is
essentially the same as the nonlinear scheme presented by Li et al.
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(1975b) which was shown to be stable and convergent and consequentially,
similar stability and convergence properties can be expected from the
scheme use in the dynamic model.
However the question of stability of the solution techniques is not
so much dependent on whether or not a particular scheme is unstable, but
on whether the interaction of all schemes provides a stable solution.
Tracing an initial error as it moves from one scheme to another would be
unrealistic in the frame of this study, but intuitively one may accept
that the successive application of stable schemes is also stable.
Nevertheless, stability and convergence properties of the numerical
schemes may be tested qualitatively by applying the model to
hypothetical situations for which the solutions are known and then
comparing the results. Stability and convergence were tested and
verified by this process by Garbrecht (1981).
LIMITATIONS AND APPLICABILITY
The uns teady flow model is not expected to reproduce all flow
situations. The governing equations presented in Chapter II have been
derived under the assumption of gradually varied flow conditions and as
such the models applicability is limited to these cases. These
limitations, however, do not restrict the usefulness of the model for
most cases encountered in natural and improved channels. Further
restrictions in the applicability of the model are set by the assump-
tions made at the beginning of this chapter.
Due to the one-dimensionality of the model, care must be taken when
applying it to improved channels with pronounced curvature in their
alignment. The model makes no allowance for secondary flow effect upon
the water surface elevation.
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There are no definite criteria on how
"straight" a channel must be in order to be represented accurately by
the one-dimensional model. For a naturally meandering river increasing
channel roughness usually compensates for additional resistance due to
the meanders. However, the secondary flow effects certainly cannot be
reproduced.
Generally, the model cannot reproduce flow situations created by
discontinuities in the river, if these disturb the flow pattern to a
point where the governing equations are no longer applicable. However,
overall effect of discontinuities such as weirs, lakes, dams or any
control structure on the behavior of a flood wave can very well be
evaluated by breaking the river system into two segments separated by
the discontinuity and then by applying the model to each segment
individually. By doing so, the discontinuity is isolated and enters the
model as a downstream boundary conditions for the upper river segment.
The Kleitz-Seddon principle for wave celerity is restricted to
situations where channel flow prevails. This results in another
limitation of the unsteady flow model because in reaches where the
backwater effects are strong enough to force the flow to depart
appreciably from normal flow conditions, the wave celerity is no longer
controlled by the channel resistance but by gravity. The celerity of
the gravity wave is c = v + .JgD where D is flow depth and it is
larger than the wave celerity given by the Kleitz-Seddon law. Thus for
rivers 'with dominant backwater effects, the Kleitz-Seddon principle is
not a good approximation of the flood wave celerity. Certain adj ust-
ments can be made by introducing a discharge dependent correction factor
in reaches where the backwater effect are dominant.
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In the following are given some situations which can be modeled by
the unsteady flow model: distributed lateral inflows, inflow of major
tributaries, backwater effects, additional losses due to the non-
uniformity of the channel, irregular channel bed slope, dynamic
effects, and discharge dependent channel roughness.
Furthermore, it should be mentioned that the model requires a
downstream control of some form. This may be a rating curve, a rule of
operation for a control structure, the uniform flow condition, or a
prescribed water surface elevation.
The simplicity, efficiency and completeness of the dynamic water
routing model make it especially interesting for the following
applications:
alternative studies for flood control structures and/or
channel improvements where the backwater and dynamic effects
are relevant
general studies of large river systems with mild and steep
channel bed slopes
evaluation of the relative importance of the different terms
in the dynamic equation for a particular river reach; this
would indicate which terms, if any, may be neglected in the
St. Venant equations and what approximation can be made for





The amount of material transported or deposited in a channel reach
is the result of the interaction of two processes. The first is the
transport capacity of the reach. This is determined in part by the
hydraulic conditions which are a direct result of the water discharge,
channel configuration, and channel resistance and the sediment sizes
present. Smaller particles can be transported at larger rates than
larger particles under the same flow conditions. The second process is
the supply of sediment entering the reach. This is determined by the
nature of the channel and watershed above the study reach and develop-
ment that it may be subjected to.
When sediment supply is less than sediment transport, the flow will
remove additional sediment from the channel bed and banks to reduce the
difference. This results in degradation of the channel and possible
failure of the banks. If the supply entering the reach is greater than
the capacity, the excess supply will be deposited, causing aggradation.
SEDIMENT TRANSPORT CAPACITY
Transport of the bed material load of a channel is divided into two
zones. The sediment moving in a layer close to the bed is referred to
as the bed load. The sediment which is carried in the remaining upper
region of the flow is referred to as suspended load. The total bed
material load is the sum of the two quantities. The turbulent mixing
process and the action of gravity on the sediment particles cause a
continual transfer between the two zones. Although there is no distinct
line between the zones, the definitions are made in order to aid in the
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mathematical description of the process. A third type of load, the wash
load, is also defined. It consists of fine particles that are not
present in the bed in appreciable quantities, and will not easily settle
out. Wash load is not considered in this model because it does not
significantly affect aggradation or degradation.
Sediments of different sizes will experience different rates of
transport. Therefore, the transport capacities for a range of sediment
sizes are determined and totaled to produce an acceptable determination
of total transport capacity. The total transport capacity for a channel
section is
Qs = T L P. (qb' + q .)1 1 S1 (4.1)
In Equation (4.1) , T is the top width of the channel, P. is the
:1
fraction of one sediment size, qbi is the bed load transport rate per
unit width for the ith size, and qsi is the suspended load transport
rate for the ith size.
BED LOAD TRANSPORT CAPACITY
The Meyer-Peter, Muller formula gives good results for bed load
transport over a wide range of sediment sizes. It was adopted for this
study because of the wide range of sediment sizes present in the study
system. The Meyer-Peter, Muller formula is well suited to model the
dynamics of channel armoring processes as well as transport of sand
sizes with little armoring potential. The formula is








In Equations (4.2 and 4.3), qbi is the bed load transport rate in volume
per unit width for a specific size of sediment, t is the critical
c
tractive force necessary to initiate particle motion, p is the density
of water, 'Is is the specific weight of sediment, 'I is the specific
weight of water, and d is the size of sediment.
s
The boundary shear stress acting on the grain is
f
t = 0 PV2
o 8




friction factor, and V is the mean velocity of the flow.
SUSPENDED TRANSPORT CAPACITY
The suspended sediment transport capacity is determined by using a
solution developed by Einstein. This method relies upon an integration
of the sediment concentration profile as a function of depth. The
nature of the profile is determined using turbulent transport theory.
The sediment profile is assumed to be in equilibrium, and therefore the
rate at which sediment is transported upward due to turbulence and the
concentration gradient is exactly equal to the rate at which gravity is
transporting sediment downward. If the sediment concentration is known
at one point, then the entire concentration is determined. The point of
known concentration is assumed to be the upper limit of the bed load
layer. The results equation is
(4.5)
in which is the suspended load, qb is the bed load, G is the
relative depth of the bed layer, U* is the shear velocity, V is the mean
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velocity of flow, II and 1
2
are the Einstein integrals and w is the








In Equation (4.6), V is the fall velocity of the sediment particles and
s
K is the Karman constant (assumed 0.4).
II and 1
2
are integrals which cannot be evaluated directly. One
must either use tables or numerical techniques. In the computer routing
used to determine transport capacity, these integrals are evaluated using
a numerical technique developed by Simons, Li & Associates, Inc.
AGGRADATION AND DEGRADATION
Sediment aggradation or degradation within a subreach for a given




is the change in sediment volume in the reach, C is a
s
convers ion factor, and BF is a bulking factor given as BF 1/ (I-A) ,
where A is the porosity of the bed material. The change in cross-
sectional area is assumed to be uniform for the subreach. The change in
elevation for a point within the main channel is
~z =
where AS is the change in cross-sectional area and equals the change in
volume divided by the reach length and T is the width of the main
channel. The changes in elevation are used to generate new cross-
section data for the next time interval. Power functions describing the





To demonstrate how the model works a test case is chosen. For this
example a 100 year flood is routed down the Salt River through Pheonix,
Arizona. The Salt River is an ephemeral stream but it drains enough
area to experience some rather large floods.
HYDROLOGY
For example, the peak of the 100 year flood in Phoenix is about
176,000 cfs. Table 5-1 gives the discretization of the 100 year flood
by using 6 hour time increments. The duration of the flood is about
10 days. Figure 5-1 shows the normalized hydrograph.
BED MATERIAL
The Salt River has a sand, gravel, cobble and boulder bed. Sizes
of bed material range from sand sizes on up to particles 1 foot in
diameter. A size distribution of the bed material was obtained and is
tabulated below in Table 5-2.
SPATIAL DESIGN
Cross-section data was obtained in HEC-2 format. Forty one cross·
sections were available (a listing of these cross sections is given in
the input data section). Figure 5-2 shows a schematic of the cross
sections with respect to various physical features encountered in the
river including the 48th Street bridge, dikes, the Hohokam expressway,
the Instrumental Landing System (ILS) for Sky Harbor Airport, channeli-
zation, the Aerial Surveilance Radar (ASR) encroachment, dikes, and 1-10
channelization and bridge. These 41 cross sections are grouped into 12
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Table 5-1. 100 year flood discharge hydrograph at 6 hour time
increments.
Time Q Time Q
(hours) (cfs) (hours) (cfs)
6 2500 150 36000
12 2500 156 32000
18 7000 162 28000
24 9680 168 26400
30 14000 174 23000
36 19000 180 20500
42 26000 186 18000
48 34320 192 15840
54 46000 198 14000
60 66880 204 12500
66 95040 210 11000
72 117040 216 9680
78 141680 222 8400
84 165440 228 7000
90 166320 234 6000
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grade control Cross Section Reach
structure Identification Location Definition
22,920 (41) 21,180 Upstream boundary 12
21,820 (40) 20,080
20,820 (39) 19,070 11
19,520 (38) 17,920
17,880 (37) 16,760
16,620 (36) 15,580 10
15,500 (35) 14,420 48th Street
14,440 (34) 14,120 Initial dikes




11,730 (29) 11,720 ILS
11,520 (28) 11,520 ILS 811,320 (27) 11,320 ILS
11,120 (26) 11,120 ILS
10,720 (25) 10,720
10,320 (24) 10,320




7,860 (19) 7,860 ASR
7,660 (18) 7,660 ASR
67,510 (17) 7,510 ASR
7,310 (16) 7,310 ASR
6,910 (15) 6,910
56,040 (14) 6,040 End of dikes on south side
5,440 (13) 5,440
4,840 (12) 4,840 44,240 (11) 4,240
3,520 (10) 3,520 End of dikes on north side
3,120 ( 9) 3,120
2,520 ( 8) 2,520 3
1,920 ( 7) 1,920
1,520 ( 6) 1,520 I-1O channelization begins
910 ( 5) 910 1-10 Bridge 2
800 ( 4) 800 1-10 Bridge
450 ( 3) 450 1150 ( 2) 150
0 ( 1) 0 Grade control structure




similar hydraulic conditions for sediment routing
Water routing computations utilize all 41 cross sections.
The purpose of the reach definition is given in Table 5-3.
RESULTS
In the output section the hydraulic variables, sediment transport
variables and bed elevation changes are printed out and shown for the
flood peak and also for the end of the flood. Final cross sections are
also given. The results show a small amount of degradation just down-
stream of the upstream supply reach then a condition of general
degradation from there on downstream. This is what one would expect
considering the constrictions caused by various encroachments in the
river. General degradation averages 1.5 to 2 feet. Table 5-4 gives
the final mean bed elevation changes. This is a mean bed elevation
change across the total width of the main channel. Actual degradation
would be more for example where the flow concentrates in higher
conveyance stream tubes such along the thalweg. The model does not
consider 2-dimensional effects. Also, local scour at bridge piers etc.,
needs to be added to get an actual picture of potential degradation.
The purpose and extent of this and most other sediment routing models is
to give a general scour and mean bed elevation changes.
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Isolation of 1-10 grade control structure and
establishment of hydraulic control
Isolation of 1-10 bridge and channelization
Isolation of region between 1-10 channelization and
Sky Harbor channelization
Isolation af &rea of channelization with dike on
north side only
Isolation of area with dikes on both side
Representation of contraction in vicinity of ASR
Isolation of channelized region between IL8 and A8R
Representation of contraction in vicinity of IL8 and
contraction of 1000-foot channel
Isolation of initial channelization and HOhokam
Expressway
Isolation of wide braided section above
channelization
Isolation of wide braided and flat section above
channelization
Determination of supply to study areas
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Table 5-4. Final mean bed elevation changes after
100 year flood.













































SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The purpose of this study was to develop a mathematical water
routing model in nonuniform channels which could overcome the limita-
tions of commonly used finite difference schemes. The introduction of
the Klei tz-Seddon wave celerity to control the movement of the flood
wave resulted in a simple and efficient technique to route a flood
through a river system.
The main application of the model is to evaluate the effect of
control structure and/or channel improvement alternatives by reflecting
the change in flood wave behavior and to perform general flood routing
studies in large river systems with mild and steep slopes. With this
water routing model sediment routing was added to make a more general
and useful model.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The basic equations used in this model are the mass and momentum
conservation equations for gradually varied flow, Manning's uniform flow
equation, and the Kleitz-Seddon equation for the flood wave celerity.
Furthermore, it was shown that the unsteady nonuniform flow
computations, presented in Chapter II, can be regarded as an iterative
solution to the complete dynamic equation. A proper combination and
uncoupled application of these equations on a finite difference grid
resulted in a simple predictor-corrector solution technique based on
explicit schemes.
In the first step, the nonlinear wave celerity was applied over one
time increment to translate the flood wave along the river and the flow
characteristics were estimated by the unsteady nonuniform flow
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To obtain an accurate movement of the flood wave,
continuously reevaluated according to the changes
computations.
celerity was




predictor step because it located the flood wave in space for the next
time level and predicted the flow characteristics.
In the second step, the attenuation of the flood wave was
introduced by correcting the flow characterisitcs to meet the mass
conservation principle, and the final flood wave profile was calculated
by reapplying the unsteady nonuniform flow computations. This step was
called the corrector step because it corrected the flow characteristics
that were estimated in the first step.
Briefly, the predictor-corrector solution method is an application
of the kinematic wave principles to the movement of the flood wave and a
correction of the flow characteristics by the continuity equation and
the full 4ynamic equation.
Successive application of the basic equations as described above by
the predictor-corrector method results in the routing of a flood wave.
By controlling the flood wave movement on the finite difference
grid with the Kleitz-Seddon wave celerity, the limitations usually
encountered in solving the flood routing problem with the method of
finite differences were overcome. These limitations are stability
restrictions for explicit schemes and complexity of the implicit
schemes.
Prior to this study the model was tested for various finite
difference discretizations of a long unit width channel and a sinusoidal
inflow hydrograph. Results of all test applications compared
astonishingly well to the known solution and the model proved to
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be stable, convergent and independent of the size of the finite
difference increments. Stability restrictions of explicit schemes were
overcome by a factor of 10 and more (up to 30) and, because of the large
time and space increments, the proposed solution technique was at least
twice (or more) as efficient at solution techniques based on implicit
schemes (see Garbrecht, 1981).
The applicability of the unsteady flow model is limited to
gradually varied unsteady flow conditions, to flows which can be
described as a function of one dimension (usually along the channel
axis) and of time, and to main channel flows. Effect of discontinuities
in the river (such as weirs or dams) on the behavior of the flood wave
can be analyzed by proper application of the unsteady flow model.
The simplicity and efficiency of the unsteady flow model makes it
interesting for evaluation of alternative flood control structures
and/or channel improvements, and for the analysis of the flood wave
behavior in large river systems with varying channel characteristics.
Furthermore, the model can be used to evaluate the relative importance
of the various terms of the dynamic equation and the results may
indicate what approximations could be made for future investigations of
the same river reach.
A sediment routing example of a 100 year flood on the Salt River in
Phoenix, Arizona was given. Model results showed degradation in the
higher velocity constricted reaches which agree with qualitative
analysis of potential bed elevation changes.
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The proper application of the dynamic model requires a basic
knowledge of the program operation. In this appendix the determination
of the hydraulic properties of a cross section from digitized channel
data and the computation of the hydraulic property relationships are
described. In a later section an overview of the computational sequence
is given. This allows the user to understand the operation of the
dynamic model and to upgrade or modify certain sections according to
specific needs. The input requirements and the program output are then
described.
Computation of the Hydraulic Properties
At numerous locations in the dynamic model the channel hydraulic
properties such as flow area, total conveyance, wetted perimeter and
hydraulic radius are needed for various depths. Only two hydraulic
properties, the flow area and the wetted perimeter, need to be computed
from digitized channel cross section data. All other hydraulic
properties which are necessary in the program can then be derived
algebraically from these two.
Coordinate points
Channel cross sections are defined by a set of (x,z) coordinates.
Figure A-I depicts a typical cross section. The lower of the two banks
defines the overbank elevation (for overbank flow) and its value must be
given for each cross section.
Flow area
The flow area for a given water surface elevation is computed by
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Figure A-I. Typical channel cross section.
section. Figure A-2 illustrates this technique. The total area of








where N is the total number of cross section incremental areas.
Incremental areas are computed by:
a. =xb D1 a (A-2)







, as well as x
b
are defined in Figure A-2.
If the water surface intercepts the cross section between coordinate
points as shown by increment 1 and 5 in Figure A-2, straight line
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Figure A-2. Incremental areas in a cross section.
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Wetted perimeter
The wetted perimeter p.
1.
is the length of the cross section below
the water surface and is computed in increments by:
where is defined in Figure A-2.
(A-4)
The summation of all incremental
wetted perimeters p. yields the total wetted perimeter P.
1.
From these two channel hydraulic properties all other necessary
properties can be computed as described in the following section.
Channel Hydraulic Property Relationships
In the dynamic model the hydraulic properties are needed for
numerous purposes. Calculation of these values each time they are
needed would require a large amount of computations. A more efficient
way uses power functions for the hydraulic properties. A power funtion
is a simple relation which allows an effective evaluation of the
hydraulic properties using the thalweg depth and two coefficients. The
general form of a power function is:
(A-5)
where HP is the hydraulic property, a and b are the computed
coefficient and exponent respectively, and D is the thalweg depth.
The hydraulic properties are calculated for a certain number of
evenly spaced incremental depths of flow. The logarithm of these
values are then used to compute the coefficient and exponent of the
power function by a least square regression. Figure A-3 illustrates
the procedure. The obtained power function is only valid for the cross















log HP= log 0 1 + b log 0






Figure A-3. Computation of the coefficients and powers of the power functions.
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The power functions computed by the program are











where aI' a2 and b I , b2 are the computed coefficients and exponents
respectively. The power functions for the hydraulic radius and the
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+ 2/3 b4 (A-I3)
Derivation of f3
The coefficient f3 used to evaluate the flood wave celerity is












A = a D1
(A-16)
(A-I7)
where n is Manning's channel roughness, P is wetted perimeter, D is
flow depth, A is flow area and as' b l' b2 ' and are
empirically determined coefficients. Substituting Equations A-IS, A-I6
and A-I7 into A-I4 and rearranging yields










or Q = (1 Af3
Thus,
f3 =
5 - 2 b2/b
1 (A-19)
Equation A-19 is used in the present model, where the coefficient b
S
is discharge dependent and calculated for each cross section at every
time step.
Computational Sequence
Two distinct parts may be recognized in the computational sequence
of the program.
A) The necessary information for the dynamic model computations
is read or calculated and the initial conditions are
computed.
B) For each subsequent time level the flood wave movement is
estimated and the flood wave profile and flow characteristics
are computed.
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First the river system characteristics and the channel
characteristics are read and stored in appropriate arrays. (This
information will initialize and control the program execution.) Then
the inflows at each cross section for the initial time level are read
from [FLOW]. The inflow for the subsequent time levels will be read as
they are needed. No further data is needed for the program execution.
The detailed input requirements (formats and examples) will be
outlined in the next section.
Hydraulic properties [CHANGEO]
For the given cross section geometry the flow area and the
wetted perimeter are computed for various depths at each cross section
[GEOM]. A power function is then developed by fitting a least square
regression curve through the log values of the hydraulic properties and
depth [LSQ]. The power function for the hydraulic radius and the total
conveyance are computed analytically from the flow area and wetted
perimeter relations. The coefficient of the power function for the
total conveyance depends on the channel roughness which varies with
discharge, so that its value is recalculated for each time level
[NVALl.
The power functions for the hydraulic properties can conveniently
be recalled as needed during the program execution.
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Initial conditions [INITIAL]
Assuming steady-state flow conditions, the discharges at each
cross section are obtained by summing all the inflow upstream of the
cross section. Knowing the discharge at all cross sections, the water
surface profile and the flow characteristics at each cross section are
calculated by the nonuniform flow computations [BACKWA]. These are the
initial conditions.
Part B
Estimation of the flood wave translation [NEWDIS]
The first operation at a new time level is to estimate the
discharge by translating the flood wave from the last time level
according to its celerity. The celerity is a function of channel
shape, channel roughness and discharge, so that each point of the flood
wave is translated with its corresponding celerity. During the trans-
lation process the wave celerity is continuously adjusted according to
the change in discharge and in channel shape encountered as the wave is
translated downstream [NEWFLOW]. The first cross sections at the
beginning of the reach are not covered by the above procedure and the
discharges will be computed by summing all inflows upstream of the
discharge known at all cross
be estimated by the nonuniformcan
theWith
sections, the flow characteristics
flow computations [BACKWA].
Correction of the flow characteristics [CORDA]
particular cross sections.
The discharge, the flow area and the total friction slope
computed previously in the flood wave translation step do not satisfy
the continuity principle. Starting at the upstream cross section where
the estimated values of discharge, flow area and friction slope are
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assumed to be correct, the continuity principle is applied to the
downstream space increment over one time increment. Considering the
estimated friction slope as correct, the discharge and flow area values
at the downstream cross section are relaxed to meet the continuity
principle and the uniform flow equation simultaneously. The same
procedure is then applied to the next space increment downstream and so
forth, with the flow characteristics of the upstream cross section
being the ones calculated previously. The application of the
continuity principle introduces the attenuation of the flood wave.
Computation of the flow characteristics [BACKWA]
With the adjusted discharges from the corrector step the
nonuniform flow computations yield the total energy slope, the flow
area, the flow depth and the water surface elevation for each cross
section. These flow characteristics with the power functions are
sufficient to derive any other hydraulic properties of interest.
Output [OUTPUT]
For the current time level, for which the computations are
completed, discharge, flow area, total energy slope, water surface
elevation, flow depth and lateral inflow at each cross section are
printed out.
Sediment transport cpapcity computation [QS, TRANSP, POWER]
Using the current hydraulic conditions the total bed material
load capacity is computed for each reach.
Sediment routing [SROUT]
Based on the sediment transport capacity and current size dis-
tribution of the bed the amount of aggradation or degradation
is computed and distributed to each cross section in each
reach.
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The geometry relations are recomputed [CHANGEO, GEOM,
LSQ]
Time level shift [TIMCHA]
Since at most the two previous time levels are needed to
evaluate the temporal variation of the flow variables, the time levels
prior to the last two are not needed and are purged to reduce computer
storage requirements. Thus the program works only with three time
levels. This however requires a shift in time level for all flow
variables at the end of each time step. This is done by placing all
flow values of the current time level into the previous time level, and
those of the previous time level into the second previous. The current
time level will then be empty and ready for the next computational
step.
The program then returns to the beginning of part B and performs
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Compute Actual Transport Rate






Figure A-4. Flow chart of program DYNWAR.
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APPENDIX B
INPUT AND OUTPUT DATA FOR THE
EXAMPLE APPLICATION
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Input Requirements and Output Data
The program operates in the English unit system and the input
variables are in pounds, feet, seconds, except for the time increment
length is in hours and the sediment sizes are in millimeters. This
section defines the structure and the format of the input files. For
example data for a 100 year flood event on the Salt River in Phoenix,
Arizona is given.
Input Data
All data is read into the program from subroutines INPUT and FLOW.
The input data are divided into three files to ease the task of
assembling the debugging. The three files are:
TAPE 10 - General Data
TAPE 9 - Discharge Data
TAPE 8 - Cross Section Data
TAPE 10 General Data
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Number of cross sections (NCS);
number of time periods (NTP);
time period length (DT) in hours.
FAI, FBI
Coefficient (FAI) and





(ALPHA); channel contraction loss







Number of cross section: 41
Number of time periods: 40
Time increment length: 6
Coefficients and powers










Channel contraction loss coefficient




























number of reach (NRL)
Upstream cross-section
number of reach (NRU)
(a pair of numbers on each
card from 1 to the number
of reaches)
NS, PORB, F, SNU










each size fraction (PBO)
NT
Number of tributaries (NT)
RDT
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TAPE 9 Discharge Data
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Care Number








(QIN (I,IT), I = 1, NCS)
Inflow at each cross section~
Flow values for the upstream
inflow.
(GLATN (J), J = 1, NT)
Tributary sediment inflow (cfs)
Note: if NT = 0 no tributary sediment inflow is read.
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O. O. o. O. o. O. O. O. O. O.
34J~!0 •
O. O. () . (I. O. (I. (l. o. o. o.
o. O. o. O. O. <). o. O. o. O.
O. O. O. O. (I. O. O. (I. O. O.
o. O. O. O. O. o. o. o. <) • O.
46<)l)0.
O. (I. O. O. (l. (I. O. O. (l. O.
o. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. () . O.
o. O. O. (I. 0,. O. (I. O. O. 0.
O. O. O. O. O. 0. - O. O. (I. o.
6oaHO.
O. O. O. O. O. O. (I. O. O. o.
O. o. O. O. 0. 0. 0. O. (l. 0.
O. O. O. o. O. o. O. () . O. O.
o. O. O. (l • O. O. (l. (l. O. O.
9:::;040.
O. O. O. O. O. (l. O. O. (l. O.
O. O. O. O. O. O. O. o. O. O.
O. O. O. O. O. O. (I • O. (I. O.
O. O. O. O. O. O. o. O. O. O.
117040.
O. O. O. O. O. O. (l. (I. O. O.
O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. () .
O. (I. O. O. 0. O. O. 0. (I. O.
O. O. O. O. O. O. O. () . O. () .
14:t..'>HO.
O. O. o. O. O. (I • 0. O. 0. o.
O. O. o. O. (). O. () , l) • o. O.
(). O. O. (I, (I. O. (I, O. 0, O.
O. O. (t. O. O. (l. O. O. O. O.
1 o:'H '\().
O. O. o. 0. (I. O. O. O. (I. O.
o. o. o. o. o. n • o. o. o. o.
o. 0, o. o. o. o. o. O. (l. O.
o. o. 0, o. o. o. o. 0, o. 0.
161,:~:!O •
0, (I. (l. (l • (l. (l. o. O. O. 0.
o. o. o. o. o. o. o. o. <) • l).
o. o. O. O. (I. O. O. (l. O. O.
" " " " " .,
DISCHARGE DATA FOR EXAMPLE
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o. o. <> ~ () ; 6; 6 ; o ~ o ~ O. (I.
O. o. n. o. o. o. o • o. o • O.
124()HO.
O.O. O. O. O. O. O. O. (I. O.
O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. (I. O.
O. O. () . O. 0. O. O. o. o. n.
() . O. O. (I. O. O. O. (I • o. 0,
10:>OHO.
O. n. o. o. O. (I • O. O. O. O.
O. O. O. o. 0, o , O. o. o. n.
() , O. 0, o. O. O. 0, (l. 0, 0,
O. O. O. O. 0, o • O. 0, O. () .
84000.
O. O. O. o. o. O. O. o. O. O.
O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. () . O.
(I. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. (I.
O. O. O. O. o. O. O. O. O. O.
71 :~HO,
o. O. o. o. O. (I. (I. (I. O. O.
O. o. O. o. o. o. O. o. O. o.
o. o. O. O. (I • O. o. o. o. O.
o. O. O. O. o. O. 0. o. O. O.
620l)O.
O. O. o. O. O. (I • O. O. 0, (I.
O. O. O. O. o. o. o. o • o. O.
o. o. O. o. o. O. O. (I. O. O.
O. O. o. O. o. O. o. O. O. o.
5::;000.
o. o. O. (l. O. O. o. (I, o. 0
O. O. O. O. o. O. (). O. O. 0
o. O. (I. O. 0-. (I. (I. O. O. o.
O. o. o. o. o. O. O. o. o. O.
48000.
O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O.
O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O.
O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O.
O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. 0.
41~~(,O.
O. O. O. O. O. O. (I. O. O. O.
O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O.
O. O. O. (I. O. O. O. (I. O. O.
O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O.
360()O.
O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O.
O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O.
o. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O.
O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. (). o •
3;?l)()O.
O. O. O. O. (I • O. O. O. O. O.
O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O.
O. O. O. O. (I. (I. O. O. O. O.
O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O.
28()OO.
O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. (I.
O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O.o. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O.
O. O. n. o. o. O. O. O. O. O.
26400.
O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O.
O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O.
O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O.
O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O.
23000.
O. o. o. o. o. o. o. o. o. o.
o. o. o. o. O. (I. O. O. o. o.
o. o. o. o. o. O. o. o. o. o.
o. o. O. (I. O. O. o. o. o. o.
20::-j<)O.
o. 0. o. o. o. 0, o. o. o. o.
o. o. o. o. o. o. o. o. o. o.
o. o. o. o. o. o. o. o. o. o.
O. o. o. o. o. o. O. O. o. O.
18()OO.
O. o. o. o. o. () . O. (l. O. O.
o. o. o. o. o. O. o. o. O. o.
o. o. o. o. O. (I. O. O. (I. (I •
o. o. o. o. o. o. o. o. O. () .
1~jH40.
O. O. (l. O. o. O. (I. O. O. o.
o. o. O. o. o. o. o. o. o. o.
o. o. O. (I. 0. (I. o. o. 0. o.
o. o. o. b. O. o. o. o. O. (l.
1400().
O. o. o. o. o. o. O. (l. 0. o.
o. o. o. o. o. (l • (l. O. (I. O.
O. -.<2! <) • o. o. () . (). O. O. o.- - - - - - -
85
- -o. - o. 'O~ (l. (l~ O. O. (I'
.' (l. 0.'
1 ~~:~jO().
O. O. (I. O. O.
() . o. O. (I. O.
O. o. Q. O. O. o. O.
O. O. o.
o. O. O. (l. O. O.
(l. 0. o. o.
o. o. o. O. (l. 0. o.
O. (I. O.
l:l()<)O.
O. O. 0. (I. O. O.
0. (I. O. O.
O. O. O. O. O. o. O.
O. O. o.
O. O. O. O. O.
(I. O. (l. (I. O.
O. O. o. O. O. O. O. O
. O. O.
96HO.
O. O. O. O. O.
(l. O. O. (l. O.
O. O. O. O. O. O.
O. O. O. O.
O. O. O. (l. (I.
(l. O. (l. O. O.
O. (}. O. O. O.
O. O. O. O. O.
8400. O. o. o. O. (I. O.o. O.
(l. O.
O. O. (). O. O. o. o. o.
o. o.
o. o. O. o. o. O. (l.
0. O. o.
o. O. (). O. (). O. O.
O. t). O.
7000.
O. O. O. (I. (l.
(l. O. O. o. O.
O. O. O. O. t) •
O. O. O. l). O.
O. O. O. O. O.
(l. O. O. O. o.
O. O. O. O. O.
O. o. 0. o. O.
bOOt) •
O. O. O. O. (I. O.
O. (I. (I. O.
O. O. t) • O. O. O.
O. 0. O. 0.
O. O. O. O. O. O.
O. O. (I. O.
O. O. O. O. O. O.
O. o • O. O.
4400.
TAPE 8 Cross-Section Data
86
The cross-section cards are in standard HEC-2 format. Only the Xl
and GR cards are actually read. Refer to a HEC-2 users manual for data
description.
87
YHH;~. ;~ 10R5.t', l,lB94.5
.l0546.:~ lU4.8 10~47.3
"'860.6 UlHl.;~ ~·HI'::).~
:t():i4:~.6 l11~.~i 1.0~'44 .6
96l,l:~. (I \094.H l,lH4:~ .0
1 t) ~jt)t) • () :I. 11 ~j • ,l, tl)~4t,6














:I. () l,l 8 • 0 9 R 1. 7 • 0
:L :I. :l 6 • H :i (>~:,;~ 'J .. Ii
1 (Il,l(l • .') 'lB:H}. 1
1116'/' 1()~j4().7
:i()9~i.:~ 9H(ll,l.O






1119 .:~ t O~jMI .1
1098.6
111)]. Y



















































• (>;~~) :l O~:J4 (I. 7
,t, :' t) • r.) () .'> () () • 0 0
',':';00.(> :i(>9l,.4
:I. 0 :oi 0 0 • () 1 1 1 l, • :'
.035 1 O:"j:·W. H
""flO. ()O 600.00



























<'>:';{I(I.(1 .OJ :i.O~jO().o .(>:~:; :i.O~j:·w.:t
l,l 8 (H • Il :t. () ~~ :~ /' • Jl /' H() • () 0 l,l ~j 0 • () () H :/ t) • 0 0
1:1. 1 H • J Y 6, <'>:~ • 'I :i:i. (lO •:' ',' :-:; (l 0 • (> :i :t. 0 (l • :.~
1 1 0 0 • ~~ :t. () ~~:u • '1 :I. 1 () () • ~~ 1 0 ~j 0 l) • () :l 1 .I. H • '1
'7'~i(l(l.() .0;) \0489.{I .(135 10527.9
l,l J 97 • l) 1 0 ::~ '<' 1 • 0 :.~ 6 0 • () 0 4 4 () • () t) 4 () () • 0 0
:t120.~ 9462.1 :i.:i.Ol.3 9500.0 1101.3
1101.3 10221.0 1101.J .l.04HY.() 1120.2










• 0;-:5 :i. :~O. .0;, H20.
9 60. HHt). ~{~jO.
o 0 0 0
O. I11H.8 O. ll00.
HHO. J100. :I.~j20. :i.:l:lH.H
1 • to, 2 • :", 0 / (l (l
.OJ5 120. ,OJ H20.
9 6 0 • Ii Ii (l • :i :\() •
o 1. l11H.8 11?2.8
o 0 0 0 0 0 :i.:i~~~'.B
o U. :i. Ii • B 0 • 11 00 • 60 • :i.<H-H> • 1 20 •
H80. 1100. 1520. l11H.8 1560. 1122.8 1560.
• 035 9 7 ~«~, • • {I ;H> i 04;~ 5 • • (l;~ ~ 1 (> I' 8:1. •
10 l,l6l,l:i • .lO~·jOO. :OJ',lO. 640. 610.
9256. 1104.1 931~. 1103.1 l,l366. 1106.4 9391.
96l,l5. 10HO.! 9]J~. 1080./ 10435. 1101.5 10500.
• 035 l,lJ(>8.0 .03 10li86.0 .OJ5 10969.0
15 YYJ~.OO 10HH6.0 400 400 400
Y;~66.(> dO}.H 944:';.0 110B.6 ~':~7:~.0 :i.iO(l.8 9598.0
9/0H.0 10H4.0 Y]~9.0 1034.0 l,l8l,lO.O 1085.9 l,lYJ5.0
10345.() 108;L6 :i.O;->:'j(l.(l :i.MLL6 1(l82:::i.O :i.l()~·i,.~, 10886.{I
• () :~ ~j 9 ;~i ,J, 0 • 0 • 0 :~ lOTI t) • • 0 ~~ ~j 1 1 t) 0 0 • 0
14 9910.00 1 (14(10.0 600 600 600
9;HW.O 1109.6 9560.0 :i.i(l~L:i. (,'::'[·W.O :i.(l87.Y 9760.0
y y ~'H) • () 1 <>:-11 • 1 I 0 :.~ ~~ 0 • () 1 0 Y1 • 1 1 o:~ 4 0 • 0 lOB 8 • H :l 0400 • ()
1 0 6 ~i ().<> :t 0 H6 • Ii :i. 0 l (I 0 • 0 1 0 8 ~'i. 9 1 0 J i' 0 • (I :i.:i:i. :.~ • ;.! :t.1 000 • 0
.OJ~ l,l440.0 .OJ 10650.0 .OJ5 \09JO.0
16 l,l1~'W.(I :i.06:'iO.0 600 600 600
l,l3JO.O 1090.2 9140.0 10l,lO.2 l,l6JO.O 109~.1 9J50.0
9l,ll().() :I(lH4.::, Hl;~:lO'<> :iOHH.R 10320.0 1(l8c').:~ 10;~~·jO.(l















• O;... ::i 9:'; (l 0 • 0 • 0 ;~ 1 (> ~ () (> • 0
.l 0 'i H ~~ ,I, • 1 :l O:! ~i t) • 1 ~j H() • I) 0
. 930(l.(l :i.0l,l6.-"I 9;~:·jO.(> :i.Ol,l[,.4
1023H.l .lOl,l6.4 I02~O.1 lOY6.4
.O:~~ l,l~j()().(l .(I;~ :i.O:-:iOO.O
1 1 9 fH -; • () :l (l :~ o4:l • 1 ~', 4 (I • 0 0
Y·'lf. 1. ',l .I. OYB. () 9;·jOO. 0 1 ()~lH. 0




























































































GR :i. :i :~ () • "I
G~: J 09;·;.:~
~t:' ~
CROSS SECTION DATA FOR GIVEN EXAMPLE
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10205.8 :l :l (l:l. • B :~(l;~11.H ~:I 0:1.. B :l (l:~:l :~ • (l :l :I. ;..! 0 • ~'j :~ O:\~j:~ • .4 1121.0 :l(l:~5:-!.4
• O:~ :') <J :'"i<) <) • () ·() ~~ :1. <) ~~:~ ~ • 0 • ()~~j :l()~~1>4.2
10 Y/91 .:.1; :1 (l:n 5 • 4 :~-10.(l(l :i. ~(l. 00 150.00
Y4~l.H 11 ~~ 0 • B Y4:)·,·~. H 1 :I. l):'~ • ~~ 9:iOO.O :1. :l ():,~ • ~~ Y7Y 1 • ~~ :I. t)<';,~ • ~~ 9H03.3
jO::>(l:~.4 :~ :l (l:~ • ;.! 10215.4 :I :I (l :.! • :.! :i. (l:~ ? f> • 0 :i..:l. 20. B j (l:~~~:<. ::! :i :l ~!:i • ;~ HU () 4 .:.~
• <),~:,"j It ;~j t) l) , () ·() ~~ :It)4:~,~.Y .O:'~i 1()474.8
10 Y·JHH. ;~ :i (l:,~:l:~.;~ HHl.OO :-!;-!(l • (l(l :'!(l() .00
9462.;~ :l:l. ;.! :i.• l Y4f>:~. :..' :1.:1 O~!. J Y~(l(l. (l :iiO:·!.1 YIHH. ;~ :1096.7 "'SO(I.3
:1. t)~~()t).:~ 1 .l t) '.:~ • "/ :l 0 ~~ .l ~~ , ,~ 1~t):'~.7 :l.tH:16.Y 1:I.:~:1..:I. :t. ()/4 "/~~. H :I. 1 ~~ 1 .6 t04/4.8
• (l;~5 9~OO.0 • (l;~ A(l:-'.in (l • (l .035 :I () 5~~:I • 0
:1.0 Y/HH.() :l t):.~ l ~~ > t) ~1Yt). t)O 4:1.0.0<) 400.00
Y46:~. (l :I 1 ;.!:1 .., </464.(l :i.. :i(l:~.1 9500.0 l:1():~.1 Y'lHB.O :i OY·? 'l 9BO(l.0./
lO?OO.O :i :1.0::5.7 1<121~.O 1:1(l:~.1 1 O:'j(l(l. (l :i 1;'~:I. .1 :I (l~:~~. 0 112/.::~ :105:n .0
• t)'~~:i Y ~i t)t). <) .03 1 O~j!)t). t) • t) .~~i :1. ()~j:~~j .7
10 ("JH:~. ~j :i (l;~(l '/ • ~'i ~H:-:i.(l(l f>:~:-:;.(l(l 660.00
Y4/)4. ;.\ .l :I. :.~~~ > B Y46:"i.:1 11 ()~; • 4 Y~)t) 0 • t) 1:1. () ~i. "4 Y7H:'~ • ~j :J. O'7'Y. 4 y','9::j .S
1(l:1Y~J.5 11(I:"j.4 10:'~01. 5 :i. :i (l~j • I) :i. O~(l(l. 0 1122.8 :I (l:-j:~4 • '/ :i :i. ~.):~ • :~ :~ 0~3:-1. 7
• t):~ :~i l,' ~jt)() • () • t);'1 ~ O:"it)() • t) • 0 7~ ~'i :1. ();'d4 .6
10 7'H:~:l.;~ Ul:~49. 6 66().()0 ~'14() • (l() (,O(l.OO
Y/4~:'"i. 4 :t..l:'~7L B Y4()~. 4 1:1.0?t) 7':':i I.) t) • 0 :1.:1. 0""/. t) 9H:~:I.• :\ 11(H .0 9831.3
102~7.6 ~10}.0 :iO:-'>'IY.6 :i.10}.O 10~00.() :i1 :~:-L H i ()~'d:~. ~ :1.124.::< :I 05~~4.6
• t) :1::'; Y::-i()<) , t) • <) ~~ 1 ():"i<)t). () • t)~~~i :l O:"j:~ ~~ .0
10 ~94','. :~ 1():~9;·!.H 660.()(l :-j40. jO 600.nO
946.'>.6 U:~'LH 946/.6 .lJ.OB.<'> 9~;O<) • () 11 <)B. ~ "IY1I,9. :~ t:l. O~~ t\~ 99.~1.3
1 O:-<HO. B :i:i OH. n 10392.8 110H.6 1 (l:'j() () • 0 :i. :i :~).I'I • H :t O~'U~! .4 11 :.! ~j • :~ :t()~:~:~.O
• O~~;"i Y~H)O • t) • O~~ :1. O~it)t). t) • () ..~-~j :\. 0 ~:~:~ • 0
10:1 OOC-!.? :i.(l4Id. 'l :'?'~!(l • ()(l lHO.O(l :.!()(l .00
Y467.() .l1 ~':"j, J. 94f>H.O 110"1.:1. Y :"iO 0 • () 1109.1 :I. OO~.:) • :.~ ~ 1 t) 71 • 1 1()();:!4.2
:t(l4 ~j:l .'/ 1107'.:1 1(146:,. } :l!O"l.:i. :l0~100.0 1125.:t. :I.()5:~:-!. () :i.:i~~:).6 :i. (l~:~:~.0
• 0 ,~:,"j y:,"j{)t). <) • O:~ 1 t)6;·~H. ~ • (>:~::-j 1<),~""/().3
11:1 (l :i6H • ;~ :i06:n.7 400.00 4(1(l • ()O 400.00
Y4l)H. ',~ lJ..l.O.H Y:')()().O 1UO.H H>:t 4t). () 11 1 () .l-l :1.()16~i. t) 11:1. t). H 101,S8.2
10180./ 1104.6 i (l6~!~, :~ Ul0.H 1 06:n.l 111(1.H :i 06:H~ .6 11 ~·6. 2 :10bb9.3
J.t)~/<).3
• (l:~~j 94H6.9 .()3 10<';19.6 • (l:~:-:; :\101:1 .0
1.l~O:~7~7.t) 1<)7Y~, '4 40t).Ot) 400.t)() 400.00
94~~i. 4 1112.6 Y4B~.'i' 1l~~!.6 :~ (l :i ;t, 0 • (I :\.:l.l::~. 6 10:-<?0.O :i:i L!. 6 :iO:':n.o
:I. O:~:,"jO. <'> .l l 06.0 :1. () i' H ~~ • ;~ 11.l~~.6 :l t)7Y~j. 4 11.l:~.~ 10Y,,/9.6 11 :'~7 • H t t () t () .0
1:\011.0
.035 9446.1 • o;~ :i.(l(190. (l .0:\5 :l (l:-!:~~ • (l • (l:~ 11:d:~.H .035
.035
1133.() :to:1.HS.O
11 (),~ • H 1 t) 8 4 B • 6
~~OO
i :i. :~ :~ • (l i (l :1 20 • 0
1 .1. <) ,~ • H :I. 0 4 :~:~ • I>
13 :I. 04 () 9 .:~ :I. () H61 • '-I 2 (l () :1 Y (l
9415.4 :i.:i.:d./t 9446.'/ :ll:1:~.4 1(1(l90.()
10235.0 11:1.3.4 .103YO.O :1.11J,4 1040Y.3
10H61.9 1:l:l~.4 11:1.J2.H 11?Y.l 11164 •
• ()~5 93H2.~ .03 I007J.t) .t)J5
89
-'NH r .035 22::~l. (l • (J;~ ::~]',) 1 ~ () ~ (I ;~~, 3740.(l , (l;~ 51l-l8.0 • ():~ 5
NH:':i::-j',l4.0 .()~~ ,'>7-41.() .()35 h7[·l2.0
Xl :l~::i80 26 5Yh:-'i.O <d,:1 '-l • () :t 1;~ (l :l :l (l (l :1120
GR1l39.7 1 :.()(l • (I :i. :t ;~:t • 'l ;'227. (l :I :I;D.:l ;-!~lH.0 :i.LH .:; ;000.0 :t :l:·~4. 4 ?/:~:~ • (l
GR:tL~~,.O ?791.() 1:1 :'.9.:t ;.? ',) (,6 • (l :l:i.:H~.3 3610.() :l:l ;~4 , :~ :11.1j 0 • 0 :ll~~6.:·~ 3821.0
G~::t I. ~~ ,,> • B :'~8} 4. i) 1. :t ~~;j • () ~Se,> 0 e,> • t) l.l :~h. 0 4t)40.() U~~H.:~ 419~! • t) 1 t ',~ Y • :! :HH8.0
GR:l :d'l. ~ :-j:{08.0 1137.1 :':i51-,(I. () :i :i. :~ () • /t ::,~:,',).I{ .0 :I L~:-j.4 :-';96:':i.O t:i:~)!,+!) (,o:n.o
Gf.~ :t :l :~ 6 • /) h~)e,>H. () 1 1'e!:t ••~ 6:L'9. () 11?9 .'1 6609.() 11~~:~.7 ,'>619.0 1 t:~:,) • h 1)/41.0
GR:l:l44.0 678::~.0
NH 7 .035 ?-H82.0 • (l:~ ;HJl).(1 .035 3880.() ·():~ 40Y(I.(l • ():~5
NH46,~t). () .() ~~ 676"i.<) .t)35 6"i"lO.0
Xl :lhi'60 2S ~37~!. 0 6769.0 :l ~?()O i24() :l ~?I-,O
GR 1 .t.,.~ ~~. "/ 1·1:~:~.t) 1 :t ~~,t.,. (oJ :.~ BH'<~ • 0 11 :S4 ."/ :! "i"i:! • () lC·~Y.4 :~<)O 4. () 11:!H.t) ~~O 49.0
GRl:1 32. t. 3176.0 :l1:W.6 :.~ :,~:~ '1 • (l :i. LHJ. ') :Hl:-';H .(1 :l ~l :~~~ • :-=; :~H80. 0 U32.~1 'I()',)() .(J
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During the program execution all output is written on TAPE 6 and it
is printed after the simulation is totally completed. First the general
information concerning the temporal and spatial design of the river
reach is given. This includes the number of cross sections (NCS) , the
number of time periods (NTP) , the time increment length (DT) in seconds
and for each cross section the river mile (RD(I)), the reach length to
the downstream cross section (CX(I)) and the thalweg elevation
(ZMIN(I)).
The coefficients and exponents of the various power functions are
then printed out. AI(l) and BI(I) are respectively the coefficient and
the power of the flow area versus flow depth relation, A2(I) and B2(I)
of the wetted perimeter relation, A3(I) and B3(I) of the total
conveyance relation, A4(I) and B4(l) of the hydraulic radius relation
and B5(I) is the power of the channel roughness versus discharge
relation (used to evaluate the flood wave celerity). All coefficients
and exponents may change in time because of bed elevation changes.
These are only given for the initial conditions.
The output of the above coefficients are followed by the
correlation coefficients (ReK(l)) and the standard deviations (SD(l))
for those power functions which have been computed by a least squares
regression curve fitting technique.
Next the coefficient (FA) and exponent (FB) of the channel
roughness-discharge relations is printed.
The results of the model simulation are then printed for each time
level. These include for each cross section of the total discharge
velocity, the flow area, the total energy slope, the water surface
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elevation, the flow depth, the instantaneous bed elevation change, the
new thalweg elevation and the cumulative bed elevation change. Follow-
ing this table the total sediment transport, the sediment transport by
sizes and the adjusted percentages of bed material in each size fraction
is printed for each reach. To conclude each time step the cross-
sectional area change for each reach is printed. An example of time
steps 15 and 40 are given representing the flood peak and the final time
step.
After the water and sediment routing is completed the final
cross-sections are printed showing how each cross-section has responded
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APPENDIX C
LIST OF PROGRAM VARIABLES
LIST OF PROGRAM VARIABLES
The following is a list of the variables used in the program. For
each variable there is a definition, common block name (if applicable)
and array size. If the variable is not in a common block, the sub-
routine(s) in which the variable is used is shown in brackets under the
definition. If a variablefs dimension is problem dependent, the array
size is given as the name of a program variable that the array size




















































Flow area in (ft2).
Value of intercept of the least
squared regression. [LSQ]
Log value of depth. [CHANGEO]
Velocity head correction coefficient.
Log value of flow area. [CHANGEO]
Temporary value used to compute
the coefficient of the hydraulic
power function for the conveyance
relation.
Log value of the wetter perimeter.
[CHANGEO]
Coefficient of the hydraulic power
function for the flow area.
Coefficient of the hydraulic power
function for the wetter perimeter.
Coefficient for the hydraulic power
function for the conveyance.
Coefficient of the hydraulic power
function for the hydraulic radius.
Slope of the least squared
regression value (log value). [LSQ]
Temporary value for the calculation
of BETA.
Coefficient for the computation of
the Kleitz-Seddon wave celerity.
Total energy slope. [BACKW]
Flow area. [BACKW]
Hydraulic radius. [BACKW]
Flow velocity value. [BACKW]
Power of the hydraulic power











































Power of the hydraulic power
function for the wetter perimeter.
Power of the hydraulic power
function for the conveyance.
Power of the hydraulic power
function for the hydraulic radius.
Power of the hydraulic power
function for the channel roughness.
Contraction loss coefficient.
Expansion loss coefficient.
Ratio of time increment to space
increment. [CORDA]
Coefficient needed to solve the
continuity equation. [CORDA]
Coefficient needed to solve the
continuity equation. [CORDA]
Coefficient needed to solve for the
flow area. [NEWFLO]
Coefficient needed to solve the
continuity equation. [CORDA]
Coefficient needed to solve for the
flow area. [NEWFLO]
Coefficient needed to solve for the
flow area. [NEWFLO]
Change in cross-sectional area
Average area flow between two cross
section points. [GEOM]
Average reach depth



































Interpolated value of DELQ. [NEWFLO]
Flow depth in (ft).
Constant discharge in a river reach.
[NEWFLO]
Value of the derivative with respect
to QE of the continuity equation.
[CORDA]
Denominator in ratio for stability
control. [NEWDIS]
Denominator in ratio for stability
control. [NEWDIS]
Measure of relative error in
iteration. [CORDA]
River mile of new wave point.
[NEWFLO]
Temporary value for the travel
distance of a wave point. [NEWFLO]
Sediment diameter
Average wetted perimeter between two
cross section points. [GEOM]
Acceleration slope for the dynamic
equation. [BACKW]
Acceleration slope loss over a
river reach. [BACKW]
Relative increase in time for the
energy slope. [NEWDISj
Time period length in seconds.
Increment of water surface elevation.
[CHANGEO]
Horizontal distance between cross
sections.
Flow depth correction in standard






















Instantaneous bed elevation change
Intercept of the least squared
regression (log value). [LSQ]
Darcy-Weisbach friction factor
Correction factor in standard step
backwater computations. [BACKW]
Coefficient of the power function
for the channel roughness-discharge
relation.




































Sediment inflow by sizes
Sediment transport by sizes
Sediment transport capacity by sizes
Value of earth acceleration:
-132.2 (ft sec ).
Value obtained by dividing GRA2 by
the velocity correction coefficient
ALPHA.
GRA2 CONST Two times GRA:
-164.4 (ft sec ).


























Difference between estimated and
computed total head for upstream
cross section. [BACKW]
Energy losses between two adjacent
cross section due to expansion or
contraction of the channel. [BACKW]
Sum of total head and energy loss at
downstream cross section. [BACKW]
Velocity head. [BACKW]
Increment and loop counter for
cross sections. [DYWAR] , [BACKW],
[CHANGEO], [CORDA], [INITIAL],
[INPUT], [LSQ] , [NEWDIS], [NEWFLO],
[OUTPUT]
Increment and loop counter. [INPUT]
Time period counter.
Counter for time level.
Increment and loop counter. [NEWFLO]
Increment and loop counter.
[DYWAR] , [CORDA], [GEOM], [NEWDIS],
[NEWFLO], [NVAL] , [OUTPUT]
Increment and loop counter.
[CHANGEO], [GEOM} , [INPUT] ,
[NEWDIS], [NEWFLO].
Increment and loop counter.
[CHANGEO], [GROM], [INPUT], [NVAL]
Increment and loop counter.
[CHANGEO], [GEOM], [LSQ] , [NEWDIS],
[NEWFLO], [NVAL]
Number of water surface elevations
used for linear regression of
hydraulic properties relationship.
[CHANGEO]














































Number of cross sections minus
one: NCS-I. [DYWAR]
Number of cross sections plus one:
NCS+l. [NEWFLO]
Number of points in each cross
section.
Number of the cross sections for
which the computations have already
been performed. [NEWDIS], [NEWFLO]
Number of reaches
Lower section number in reach
Upper section number in reach
Number of sediment sizes
Number of tributaries
Number of time periods.
Increment and loop counter. [BACKW]
Adjusted sediment percentages
Original sediment percentages
Porosity of the bed
Tributary sediment percentages
Weighting factor for stability
control on the discharge. [NEWDIS]
Weighting factor for stability
control on the energy slope.
[NEWDIS]
Total discharge in cfs.
Summation of lateral inflows.
[NEWFLO]









































Temporary value of discharge in
iteration. [CORDA]
Inflows at each cross section in
cfs.
Correlation coefficient of hydraulic
properties relationship. [LSQ]
Correlation coefficient in the
derivation of the hydraulic power
functions.
River mile of cross section in
miles.
River mile of tributary
River mile of cross section in feet.
Standard error of the estimate for
hydraulic properties relationship.
[LSQ]
Standard deviation in the derivation
of the hydraulic power function.
Total energy slope.
Average energy slope for two
adjacent cross sections. [BACKW]
Friction slope. [BACKW]
Kinematic viscosity
Sum used in least squares regression
L (x.-i) • (y.-y). [LSQ]
1 1










































Sum used in least squares regression.
[LSQ]
Sum used in least squares regression.
[LSQ]
Sum used in least squares regression.
[LSQ]
Sum used in least squares regression.
[LSQ]
Total area at the cross section and




Total conveyance at the first cross
section upstream. [NEWDIS]
Total conveyance at the first cross
section downstream. [INITIAL],
{NEWDIS]
Wetted perimeter for the given flow
depth. [CHANGEO], [GEOM]
Working array containing discharges.
[NEWFLO]
Velocity of wave point. [NEWFLO]
Discharge multiplied by Manning's
roughness coefficient and divided
by 1.486. [BACKW]
Average reach velocity
Distance for discharge interpolation.
[NEWFLO]
Distance for discharge interpolation.
[NEWFLO]























































Water surface elevation in the




Average water surface width





Working array containing originally
the horizontal distance of the cross
section points.
Array of log values of depth used
in least squares regression. [LSQ]
Array used in least squares
regression. [LSQ]
Array used in least squares
regression. [LSQ]
Temporary flow depth in iteration.
[BACKW]
Array of bed elevation.
Total loose soil depth
Loose soil depth by sizes
Thalweg elevation for each cross
section.
Original Thalweg elevation
Overbank elevation for each cross
section.
Working array containing originally
































THIS PROGRAM IS A DYNAMIC WATER ROUTING MODEL UTILIZING A
PREDICTOR CORRECTOR METHOD. IT IS COUPLED WITH A BED MnTFRIAL
SEDIMENT ROUTING TECHNIQUE TO PREDICT SEDIMENT TRANSPORT AND
AGGRADATION OR DEGRADATION.
THIS MODEL WAS DEVELOPED BY JUERGEN D. GARBRECHT AND RUH-MING LI
AT THE ENGINEERING RESEARCH CENTER,COLORADO STATE UNIVERSITY,
FT.COLLINS,COLORADO.
DI SCLA I MEf~
THIS PROGRAM IS ACCEPTED AND USED BY THE RECIPIENT UPON THE
EXPRESS UNDERSTANDING THAT THE DEVELOPER MAKE NO WARRANTIES,
EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED,CONCERNING THE ACCURACY,COMPLETNESS,
RELIABILITY OR SUITABILITY FOR ANY ONE PARTICULAR PU~POSE,
AND THAT THE DEVELOPER SHALL BE UNDER NO LIABILITY TO ANY







READ PROGRAM,RIVER AND CHANNEL GEOMERTY DATA
[tILL INPUT _----
READ INITIAL INFLOW DATA
CALL FLOW
COMPUTE THE HYDRAULIC PROPERTY RELATIONSHIPS FOR EACH CROSS
SECTION
DO 9 I::;l,NCS
9 CALL CHANG EO (I)
C

















C PREDICT THE WATER DISCHARGE, FLOW AREA AND FRICTION SLOPE







C CORRECT THE WATER DISCHARGE AND THE FLOW AREA FOR THE









C COMPUTE THE WATER SURFACE ELEVATION,THE FRICTION SLOPE AND















IF(IT.EQ.2) GO TO 40
r:
















r THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES THE WATER SURFACE ELEVATION AT A
C UPSTREAM CROSS SECTION ONCE THE CONDITONS AT THE DOWNSTREAM
C SECTION IS KNOWN.IT SOLl,.'ES THE TOTAL HE{~D EQllIlTJON,WHICH
















SFO ( :1 ) :"SF ( 1 ~ IT)
VQ=-Q(I,IT)*FMV(I)/1.486
c

















C CHECK NEW FLOW DEPTH AND ITERATION COUNTER
C
IF(YT.LE.O.O) YT=1.0
IF(NUM.GT.30) GO TO 60
C
C COMPUTE THE HYDRAULIC PROPERTIES FOR THE GIVEN DEPTH (YT)
C




C COMPUTE THE UPSTREAM VELOCITY (BVV),THE VELOCITY HEAD (HV),




















IF (NUM.ECL3U GO TO 50



















C SET NEW FLOW DEPTH (YT) INTO DEFINITIVE ARRAY (DEP) AND COMPUTE
C THE WATER SURFACE ELEVATION (WSE),THE TOTAL LOSS SLOPE (SF)
C AND THE FRICTION SLOPE (SFO)
C






C CHECK FOR OVERBANK FLOW
C
RETURN






70 FORMATC2X,*BACKWATER COMPUTATIONS DID NOT CDNVERGE,CALCULATIONS
lSTOP HERE*,1,2X,*CROSS SECTION *,I4,2X,*TIME PERIOD *,14)
SlOP
SO WRITE(6,90) I,ICOUNT






C THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES POWER RELATIONS THAT ARE USED TO














C SET DIMENSIONS AND HUMBER OF WATER SURFACE ELEVATIONS USED












IF (X(I,U.LT.XL(I) GO TO 10
IF CX(I,L).GT.XRCI» GO TO 10





IF (Z(I,L).LE.ZMAX(I» GO TO 11




C COMPUTE EVENLY SPACED WATER SURFACE ELEVATIONS
C
ZDIF=ZOB(I)-ZMIN(I)-1.0E-2






C COMPUTE THE EXACT HYDRAULIC PROPERTIES: TOTriL AREA (TA)
C AND WETTED PERIMETER(TP) FOR EACH WATER SURFACE ELEVATION










e CALL LEAST SQUARES LINEAR REGRESSION SUBROUTINE TO COMPUTE
C THE HYDRAULIC POWER FU~CTIONS
C





C COMPUTE THE COEFFICIENTS FOR THE HYDRAULIC RADIUS(HR)












C THIS SUBROUTINE CORRECTS THE DISCHARGES AT ALL CROSS SECTIONS
C BY APPLYING THE MASS CONSERVATION PRINCIPLE.THE CONTINUITY
































--K=Ktl .- - ----.
IF(K.GT.I0) GO TO 30
IFCDIF.GT.O.005) GO TO 10
I'










40 FORMATCI/,10X,*CORRECTED VALUE FOR DISCHARGE NOT REACHED IN
lSUBROUTINE CORDA.*,I,lOX,*COMPUTATIONS STOPED AT CROSS SECTION *,
2I5,2X,*AND TIME PERIOD *,15)
STOP
END
SUBfWUT I NE FLOW
C




COMMON ISED/ GSC(80,l2),G(80,3),DMBC12) PBO(1~),PBn(dO,12),

















C THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES THE EXACT HYDRAULIC PROPERTIES OF





COMMON 18ECTI ND(SO),XCBO,50),Z(80,50) ,XL(BO),XR(80),XSECT(80)
C









IF (Z(I,K).GE.WS) GO TO 120



















C SET (X,Z) COORDINATES OF THE CROSS SECTION POINTS INTO WORKING
C ARRAY
C





C COMPUTE THE COORDINATES OF THE WATER SURFACE ELEVATION ON THE
C RIGHT OVER BANK
C















































nU}1ROUT I NE I NIT I ~,)L
c
C THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES THE FLOW CHARACTERISTICS FOR THE






































C CHECK FOR OVERBANK FLOW
C
WSE(1)=ZMINC1)tDEP(l,IT)
IF(WSE(I).GE.ZOBC1» GO TO 40
C




C FIRST GUESS OF DEPTH (DEP) AND COMPUTE THE HYDRAULIC PROPERTIES









40 WRITE<6,50) I ,ICOUNT


























C READ THE NUMBER OF CROSS SECTIONS (NCS),THE NUMBER OF TIME




C READ THE COEFFICIENT AND EXPONENT FOR THE CHANNEL




C READ THE ENERGY CORRECTION COEFFICIENT (ALPHA),THE CONTRACTION





C READ CROSS-SECTION DATA IN HEC-2 FORMAT
C
1=:0
71 READ (8,41) IA
41 FORMAT (A2)
IF (EOF(S).NE.O.OR.IA.EQ.2HEJ) GO TO 200
IF (IA.EQ.2HX1) GO TO 100





































167 READ (10J168) NRL<I),NRU(!)
168 FORt1AT (2110)
C




READ (10,62) (DMB(M) ,M=l,NS)
62 FORMAT (lOF10.3)







C SET CONSTANTS AND UPSTREAM ~ISCHARGE
c





















C THIS SUBROUTINE DERIVES THE COEFFICIENT OF THE HYDRAULIC
C POWER FUNCTIONS,BY USING A LEAST SQUARES REGRESSION.
C
























C COMPUTE THE COEFFICIENTS OF THE LINEAR REGRESSION LINF AND





























C THIS SUBROUTINE TRANSLATES THE FLOOD WAVE FOR ONE TIME
C INCREMENT.IT COMPUTES THE DISCHARGE (Q),THE FLOW AREACA)














C ESTIMATE THE FRICTION SLOPE AT THE UPSTREAM CROSS SECTION
C






C COMPUTE THE TOTAL CONVEYANCE CTKV),THE FLOW DEPTH (DEP)











C COMPUTE ADDED DISCHARGE AND SLOPE FROM INFLOW HYDROGRAPH
C
N=NCD











C COMPUTE THE HYDRAULIC PROPERTIES AT THE DOWNSTREAM CROSS SECTION
C BY SETTING THE FRICTION SLOPE TO THE CONSTANT VALUE SF(l,IT)








C COMPUTE THE BACKWATER CURVE AND THE HYDRAULIC PROPERTIES FOR
C ALL THE REMAINING CROSS SECTIONSrUSING THE LAST TIMES FI_OW




































C RECOMPUTE PARAMETERS SINCE GEOMETRY MAY HAVE CHANGED
C NOTE THESE RECOMPUTATIONS ARE BASED ON A Q THAT IS ONE
C TIME STEP BEHIND
FMV(I)=FA1*O(I,IT-1)**FB1




















C COMPUTE THE FLOW VELOCITY AND THE DISTANCE OF TRAVEL OF




IF(DDIS.GE.DX(I-J» GO TO 40
C
C SET THE DISCHARGE AND THE DISTANCE OF TRAVEL OF THE WAVE
C POINT INTO FINAL ARRAY
C
30 TlH 1) =QT
DIST(I)=DI5T(I)+DD1S
GO TO 50
40 IF(DX(I-J).EQ.O.O) GO TO 30
c
C COMPUTE THE TOTAL DISTANCE AND THE TOTAL TIME OF TRAVEL OF
















C COMPUTE THE POSITION OF THE NEW DISCHARGES IN SPACE
C
DO 60 I=l,NCS




C INTERPOLATE THE NEW DISCHARGE VALUES TO OBTAIN THE VALUES






IF(I.EO.NCS) GO TO 120












IFCK.EC.NCS) GO TO 130
GO TO 11 0
90 IFCK.EQ.NCS.AND.IFLAG.EQ.O) GO TO 120
IF(~.EQ.NCS) GO TO 130
100 CONT T ""[
110 CONTiNUE
c
C NUMBER OF THE CROSS SECTION FOR WHICH THE COMPUTATIONS






S II BR0 UTI NE NV{-I L
c
C THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES FOR THE CURRENT DISCHARGE (Q),THE
C CHANNEL ROUGHNESS FACTOR (FMV),THE COEFFICIENT FOR THE CONVEYANCE
















C COMPUTE THE COEFFICIFNTS FOR THE CONVEYANCE EQUATION AND THE










C THIS SUBROUTINE PRINTS FOR EACH TIME LEVEL THE MAIN RESULTS















C PRINT THE GENERAL INFORMATION
C
IF(IT.NE.l) GO TO 10
c
C PRINT THE NUMBER OF CROSS SECTIONS (NCS),THE NUMBER OF TIME





C PRINT THE RIVER MILE (RD),THE REACH LENGTH (DX) AND THE












C PRINT THE CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS (RCK) AND THF STANDARD




















151 FORMAT (2X,'SECTION .,.
S' SLOPE ',' WS ELEV
$' THALWEG "," CUM DZ
DISCHARGE ",' VELOCITY ","




C PRINT THE DISCHARGE (Q),THE FLOW AREA CAl, THE TOTAL ENERGY
r SLOPE CSF),THE WATER SURFACE ELEVATION (WSE),THE FLOW
















WRITE (6,22) IR, GCIR,IT),CGS(IR,M),M=1,NS)
22 FORMAT (5X,I2,1X,"G(IR),GS(IR,M) :',11E10.3)
WRITE (6,23) CPBA(IR,M),M=l,NS)
23 FORMAT (5X,'SEDIMEHT PERCENTAGFS: ',10FI0.3)
21 CONTINUE
WRITE (6,9990) (DA(IR),IR=1,NR)
9990 FORMAT (10X,'AREA CHANGES CSQ FTJ :',10F8.0)
IF (ICOUNT.EQ.NTP) GO TO 900
GO TO 999
900 WRITE (6,901)












30 FORMATCIH1,/111,20X,29H**** GENERAL INFORMATION ****,11)
40 FORMATC/I!/,10X,26HNUMBER OF CROSS SECTIONS =,I5,1,10X,
126HNUMBER OF TIME PERIODS =,I5,/,10X,14HTIME INCREMENT,11X,*=*,
lFl0.2)
. 5~Or:MAT( I If/, lOX, *CROSS'-SECT 10m.., 6X,:+:R I VER MI LE*, 4X-,- . -_.
UREACH LENGTH*, 2X, *THALWEG El.EVATION*, I, 13X, *NUMBER*, /)
60 FORMAT(13X,I4,7X,3E15.4)




90 FORHATC1H1,111,18X,*CORRELATION COEFFICIENT AND STANDARD*,I,llX,*




11 0 FOR t1 AT ( 1 H1 , I ! I I , lOX, * C0 EFF I ClEN TS 0 F THE CHAN NEL R0 UGH NESS -
IDISCHARGE RELATION*,///IIII/I)
120 FORMAT(25X,*FAl = *,F15.9,1,25X,*FBl = *,F15.9,1,25X,*FA2 = *
1,F15.9,/,25X,*FB2 == *,F15.9,1,25X,*FA3 = *,F15.9,/,25X,
2*FB3 = *,F15.9)
130 FORMAT(1H1,/11,25X,36H*** RESULTS FOR EACH TIME PERIOD ***,1/1111)
140 FORHATC/I///,10X,13HTIME PERIOD =,15,1/1)
150 FORMAT(2X,tCROSS SECTION*,2X,*TOTAL DISCHARGE*,3X,








C THIS SUBROUTINE SETS fHE VARIABLES ACCORDING TO THE TIME











































































C THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES THE MEYER-PETER, MULLER BED LOAD
C BY SEDIMENT SIZE AND COMPUTES THE SUSPENDED BED MATERIAL







COMMON ;SEDI GSC(80,12),G(80,3),DMB(12),PBO(12' ,PBAI80,12),
iF'TRIB( 12) ,SNU,F,TALJ(SO) ,TCf-;:(12) ,NT,NS,F'OfUl,RDT( 12) ,2BI. (BO),
2ZBLM(80,12),ZZ(BO,3),GLAT(80,3),GLAfN(12),SUMDA(SO),
3S11DDACBO) ,SMADA(80) ,DZ(SO) ,ZOMIN(80) ,GS( 12, 12) ,DI~(80)




IF (1.!.LLO.) GO TO 71
BMV::: 2.5 + V/S~)
71 CONTINUE








IF (TTEM.LE.O.) GO TO 61
DETERMINATION OF RATIO OF SUSPENDED BED MATERIAL LOAD
FVB = (SQRT(36.064 * DMB(M) * * 3 + 36. * SNU * * 2) - 6. *+ NU) IIlMB on
ZR = FVB/(0.4 * SV)
AR ::: .05/D
AR=2.*DMB(M)/D
IF (AR.GT.O.5) GO TO 31
CALL POWER (ZR,AR,FJ,SJ,l.OE - 2)
PP= AR * * (ZR "- 1.) I (11.6 :r. (1. - AR) * * ZI:;;)
SUSP= PP* (BMV * FJ + 2.5 * SJ)
IF (SUSP.LT.O.) SUSP = o.
GO TO 41





























C THIS SUBROUTINE EVALUATES Jl AND J2 INTEGRALS
C NOTATIONS
C XJl = VALUE OF Jl INTEGRAL
C XJ2 == VALUE OF J2 INTEGRAL
C N = ORDER OF APPROXIMATION +







[I == - Z
E = D + 1.
FN :: 1.
AEX :: A * * E
GO TO 21
11 N N + 1
C = C * D/F!'!
D """ E
E = [I + L
FN :: FLOAT(N)
" --A EX -== t-. * * E -- - ". -- --
21 IF CABS(E) .LE.O.OOU GO TO 31
XJ1 = XJl + C * (1. - AEX)/E
XJ2 = XJ2 + C * «AEX - 1.)/E * * 2 - AEX * ALGIE)
GO TO 41
31 XJl = XJl - C * ALG
XJ2 == XJ2 - 0.5 * C * ALG * * 2
41 IF (N.EO.I) GO TO 51
CJ1 == ABS(1. - FJ1/XJ1)
CJ2 = ABS(l. - FJ2/XJ2)
IF (CJI.LE.CONV.AND.CJ2.LE.CONV) RETURN







C THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES ACTUAL TRANSPORT RATE BY SIZE















































COMMON OCSO,]l,QINCS0, ), F(SO,3l,A(30,]),DEP(80,J),WSFC80l
1,NCS,NTP,DT,IT,ICOUNT, (P ,3)
COMMON /SYST/FW(80) dd HI (no) ,DX(80) ,Z'lDCUOI :,lMINU){n ,FWJ(BO)
COMMON /CHANVAI l:')leBO) f::1 BO)'(i:?(DO),f:?C!30),A3eBO),B3CSO)
1.A4(80).B4CSO),B5(801, CK 2,80),SDC2,80)rDEJA(80),nfC(80),BET(80)
COt1MOI'! /5ED/ C;SC (80,:L: ,G 80,:3), DrIB ( 12 I , PHO ( 1. :,~) ,~'l:(t t 80,12} ,
LPTRIB(12),SNU,F,TAUt80 ,T R(12),NTrMS,PORB,RDT(12',IBL(801,
::~ZBU1 (80,12) , ZI C80,3) ,G r~IT SO,:5), i3UdN ( 1::» ? ~::UMDA (80) ,
:5SMDDA(80) ,SMAOA(SO) ,nz 80 ,ZOi1INCSO) ,GS( 12, l:,~) ,11(1(80)
COMMON /REACH/ NR,NRL( 0) NRU(20)
COMMON fWDV; WW(20),DD 20 ,VV(20)
COHMON' /~3ECT/ N[I(BO),X 80 ~j\),Z(80,~jO),XL(80),XR(80),X!;Fcr(B()
COMMON /WIDTHI WCH(80)
DIMENSION GIN(12),ST(12)
IF (ICOUNT.GT.l) GO fU ?,?
DO ':0 h:::l ~NI:::









C STORE LATERAL SEDIMENT INFLOW IN ARRAY
C
IF (NT.EG.O) GO TO 101
JT=l
ItO 100 IR=1,NR
IF (JT,GT.NT) GO TO 101
NL::::NRL< IF:)
NU::::NRU CIF:)

















NLJ==NRU ( I I~: )
IF (IR.EG.l) GO TO 11

















10'7 CONT I NUE
C







C DETERMINE POTENTIAL EXCESS DETACHMENT
C
DETP=(GINT-GOUT)*DT/CDL*WW(IR»
IF (DETP.GT.O.) GO TO 60
SDETP=DETP+ZBL(IR)











































IF (ZeK,N).GE.WSECK» GO TO 301
IF (X(K,N).LT.XL(K» GO TO 301








999 DO Y~O K=I,NCS
DZ(K)=O.
900 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE FLUSH
ENDFILE 0
RETURN
END
